Beloved administrator dies in boating accident Colby Eight celebrate 60
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

\boating accident on Great Pond
i Belgrade, Maine resulted in the
Icith of Senior Associate Dean of
admissions Tom Kopp, a beloved
nember of the College community, on
iaiurday, Nov. 10. Tom was 69.
Please see pages 4-5 fo r rememvam.es from students, friends and
tail)
Tom was traveling on Great Pond

with his son Michael in an aluminum
boat from Jamaica Point to Chute's
Island where the Kopps have a home.
As the boat entered open water it
encountered rough conditions from
hi gh winds and a wave either
swamped or flipped the boat. Michael
and his three sons swam to shore, but
Tom was not with them.
The three children were wearing
personal flotation devices; however,
neither Tom nor Michael were.
On Chute 's Island, Michael went to
the home of neighbor and friend

Collins said, adding that Tom was
Charles A. Dana Professor of
Sociology Thomas Morrione , who
"known as a mentor to his junior colleagues on the admissions staff."
called 911.
Morrione said the response time
"Tom Kopp was the heart and soul
of the Colby Admissions Office ,"
was "remarkable."
The Maine Warden Service Director of Admissions Steve Thomas
responded and conducted a search said. "We are all now borrowing a bit
using a plane, boats and a dive team, of what Tom showed us in order to get
until dark Saturday, and recovered through this difficult time."
Other staff members, throughout
Tom's body around 10 a.m. Sunday,
according to College Editor Stephen campus, remembered him fondly.
Collins, who spoke with Deputy Chief
"One of the kindest men I have ever
Warden Pat Dorian of the Warden met ," Administrative Assistant in
Service. State Police and Warden offi- College Relations Jackie Tiner wrote
cials were unavailable for comment to the Echo. "When he spoke to you, it
Monday
and
made you feel like
you were the only
Tuesday.
"Tom was such a
person in the room.
presence here , not
That was achieved
just
among his
by his love of the
admissions
colindividual ," Allen
LaPan, wrote. "Tom
leagues but among
PAGES
4-5
many different peoKopp was just the
ple in different
BEST in so many
groups," President
ways: a wonderful
William D. Adams said. "He has left
family man, an enthusiastic supporter
of Colby, an astute Admissions profesa hole."
"He was an extremely loyal and sional and above all else a genuinely
hardworking friend and colleague, and nice person with a wonderful sense of
I valued immensely his unfailingly humor ," Special Assistant to the
good humor, good sense, and good President for External Relations
advice," Dean of Admissions and Janice Kassman said.
Financial Aid Parker Beverage, who
In e-mails to the Echo students and
worked with Tom for 23 years, said , alumni—both Admissions volunteers
adding that "Tom meant the world to and those who remembered Tom from
me and my staff."
when they applied to the College—
Tom first came to the College in overwhelmingly expressed their admi1978 as an assistant football coach, ration for him. "If you were not smiling
and went on to serve as head coach. In yourself, you could count on Tom to
1983 he moved to Admissions and provide you with a reason to do so,
"rose steadily through the ranks, final- through a joke, a story, or just a kind
ly serving as Senior Associate Dean of word. He was a wonderful person, and
Admissions," Collins said; Tom I will really miss him," Katy Bizier '08
served in that capacity for over a
decade. "He was unfailingly upbeat ,"
Continued on Page 2

Remembering
Tom Kopp

COURTESY OF BETH KOPP

Tom Kopp was a loved and prominent member of the campus community.

ROB KiEvrr/TME courr ECHO

Former Colby Eight members reunited Saturday,for more see Page JO.

Second assault reported
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

The College community was left in
a heightened state of alert afrer the
second alleged assault in a month was
reported to Security by a 20-year-old
student over the weekend. The attack
allegedly occurred on Saturday, Nov.
10 around 11:05 p.m. on the walkway
between Alfond Senior Apartments
and the Lorimer Chapel.
As reported to the College by Vice

College to give grants to Maine students
By ANNA KELKMEN
& BEN HERBS!

NEWS STAFF & EDITOR IN CHIEF

President William D. Adams
Gentl y announced that beginning in
ic fall of 2008, grants will replace
j ans in financial aid packages for stuents from Maine. The gift is a result
! the "Reaching the World: A
ampaign for Colby" capital camaign and was made possible in part
> a lead gift from Chairman of the
toard of Trustees Joe Boulos '68 and
us wife Sheri.
According to Director of Financial
ltd Lucia Whittlesey, the College
already has special packages in place
or students from lower income famiies," from which they "removed the
cans ..quite some time ago ."
Wever, this new initiative will be
be first time the College has been able
o offer "something specificall y for
feioe students across the board. " The
cw policy is intended to allow stuCRts from Maine to attend and gradute free of student debt.
"As part of this second gift to the
apual campaign Sheri and I asked if
ur gift could be used to kick this iniattve off. We gave the lead gift in
opes that we can get a lot more
lame kids into Colby," Boulos said,
dding that the entire Board of
rustees "is trying to open up access
io the College] to Maine kids."
Boulos grew up in South Portland,
fame, and he and his wife currentl y
i*e m the Portland area.
Adams told the Echo that the gift
*as important in several ways; "We
to have a sense of obligation to the
egion and the state. And we do reall y
aluc Maine students, they represent a
'onion of the student body that perorrns so well."
Boulos explained that in light of

INSIDE

THIS
ISSUE:

decreasing
enrollment
numbers
among Maine students, it is necessary
to remove loans that may be intimidating for some Maine families to pay.
"People have a tendency to look at
the overall price tag," Whittlesey said,
and as a result they often "don 't even
apply for admission." While sticker
shock is a national issue which affects
colleges and universities across the
country, Whittlesey referred to this
new initiative as a way for the College
"to put our money where our mouth
is" and "get people's attention [in
order to] demonstrate that students
[should look past the price tag]" when

...it is now
possible for
Maine students
to receive this
kind of education with no
indebtedness.
Parker Beverage

Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid

deciding what school to attend.
According to Whittlesey, "aid [provided to students] at Colby is based on
calculated need." The amount that a
family is able to contribute is calculated by Financial Services, and this
amount is subtracted from the total
cost of attendance. Then the remaining amount is met with a financial aid
package. "An ordinary financial aid
package will include roughly $3,450
in loans," and it is that amount which
will be replaced with grants for students from Maine. Whittlesey estimat-

ed this to total $ 14,400 in added grants
for each Maine resident over four
years of enrollment.
In order to cover the costs of these
grants, the College will draw from a
fund within the endowment begun by
the Boulos gift. Administrative Vice
President Doug Terp said that interest
from this fund "will help reduce the
impact on the budget" of this initiative, but will not be able to cover the
annual cost of such an initiative.
Boulos said the initiative is a result
of the success of the campaign, and
the idea has been discussed for a few
years. "This is an example of the tangible ways that philanthropy really
does matter," Vice President for
College Relations Richard Ammons
said. Adams described the Boulos 's
gift as an "important contribution
towards the expense of the initiative. "
Although this new initiative will
likely appeal to students from Maine ,
Whittlesey acknowledged that the
decreasing number of in-state students who attend the College may be
part of a trend toward students finding out-of-state schools more appealing. However, according to a recent
press release, Parker Beverage, dean
of Admissions and financial aid said ,
"Colby brings students form around
the nation and the globe to Waterville
for four years. This is a world-class
private college right here in Maine ,
and it is now possible for Maine students to receive this kind of education with no indebtedness." Beverage
was unavailable for an interview with
the Echo.
Since announcing the new initiative, the College has received e-mails
and congratulations from colleagues
across the country, Whittlesey said.
Beverage will be detailing the initiative to all the high schools in the state
Continued on Page 2

Relive recent
Projects for Peace
with two seniors
on Page 6.

President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhunc , the
student was attacked from behind as
she walked from Alfond Apartments
toward Miller Library. The assailant
was described as being a Caucasian
male between 5'9" and 6* tall , of
medium build and wearing a dark
jacket and knit cap with a pom-pom
on top. Additionally, Tcrhune noted
that it was erroneously reported in the
Nov. 12 Morning Sentinel that the
Continued on Page 3

SELF-STUDY

SUBCOMMITTEE
STRUCK BY
SENIOR EXIT DATA
By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

TOM 80U.1EH/THE COLBY ECHO

to Carter, the Maine Woods represent
the "largest area that is undeveloped
east of the Mississippi. " Plum Creek ,
however, is currently proposing to
open the region up to development.
Noting that there are three places in
Maine which are considered to be
high growth regions. Carter continued, "in the last eight years more
than seven million acres have
changed hands," and the area has
gone from undeveloped to land
opened to development .
The current Plum Creek proposal
asks for 20,000 acres for development
with 2,300+ new housing units.
Included in the number of new housing units are 975 new subdivision
lots. While initiall y Plum Creek proposed to conserve roughly 4,000
acres, they have increased that proposal to 91,000 acres of working forest easements.
Carter and St. Pierre, who take
issue with the credibility of Plum
Creek due to its poor conservation
record , note that many of the 60
ponds it claim to be protecting arc
already off limits to development.

One of the most surprising and discussion-generating outcomes of the
reaccreditation self-studies was the
self-reported exit data since 2002
compiled as part of the transition from
Colby subcommittee report. The data ,
self-reported by seniors in their final
weeks of the spring semester on the
Hi gher Education Data Sharing
(HEDS) senior survey, show that students ' perceptions of their abilities in
writing, speaking and using quantitative tools have declined in the past
five years. These three skills are
emphasized in the College 's precepts
and in some of the distribution
requirements based on the precepts.
Of all the skill areas that students rate
on the HEDS survey which showed
significant trends in the past five
years, only one—the ability to read
and speak a forei gn language—
showed a positive trend.
"The exit data show that we arc
doing a little less well than we were
hoping," Zacamy Professor of Eng lish
and committee member Peter Harris
said. "That was a prompt to consider
why. And I don 't know that anybody
has been able to name a cause; I would
image that there are a host of causes."
Dr. Frank and Theodora Miselis
Professor of Chemistry and Chair of the
committee D. Whitney King was surprised by answers to the question

Continued on Page 2

Continued on Page 3

Lovejoy 100 hosted a discussion on the Plum Creek proposal Tuesday.

Plum Creek lecture on campus
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

On Tuesday, Nov. 13, Jym St.
Pierre of RESTORE: The North
Woods, Jonathan Carter of the Forest
Ecology Network and Colby alums
Logan Perkins and Emily Posner of
the Native Forest Network gathered to
give a presentation on Moosehcad and
the Plum Creek Proposal. At a time
when global climate change is a topic
of heated debate, the fate of the portion of the Maine Woods owned by
Plum Creek Real Estate Investment
Trust hangs in the balance.
"On the Eastern Seaboard there
are really only two areas [that are
undeveloped], one in Maine and the
other in Florida ," Carter began.
Emphasizing the implications of the
Plum Creek proposal , Carter continued that he "hoped [that what would
come] out of the discussion and presentation [would be that] each and
every [audience member would] walk
away with a sense of how reall y
important this...battle to save the last
wild region is."
At 10.2 million acres , according

Rhinos, Christmas
toys and good
intentions gone
wrong in Opinions,
Pages 8-9.

Step it up with a
show stopping performance on
Page 10.
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AID: Students from Maine to now receive
grants in lieu of loan packages from the College
Continued From Page 1
'. in order to advertise the new pohev
and in response to calls from guidance counselors requesting clarification. "It is a clear statement that we
arc sensitive to student concerns
about debt, " Whittlesey said , emp hasizing that the College has a histor> of
dc\cloping policies that address student financial needs

Neither Bates College nor Bowdoir
College offer similar programs, however, other New Eng land Small College
Athletic Association colleges have
turned away from loans. Adams saic
that these schools-Williams College
1
and Amherst Col lege-followed the leac
of Princeton University to eliminate all
loans, and could do so because of the
size of their endowments.
"It 's just terrific for Maine kids,'
Boulos said. "To be able to hel p with
this is very exciting for Sheri and V

Final reading in f all visiting writer 's series held
recently remarried him after a five
year separation. The couple has a
child , now eight, and from the piece
Wood read (from the middle of the
The evening of Nov 6 marked the novel) the three struggle with what it
last reading of the Fall Visiting means to be a family again , and
Writers Scries, sponsored by the releaming their roles in relation to
Creative Writing Department. The one another. Wood read the passage
reading featured two \isiting profes- from the novel with strength and consors. Monica Wood, faculty fellow in fidence , highlighting expressions in
Eng lish who teaches fiction and dialogue and pausing at specific
Patrick Donnelly, faculty fellow in moments that seemed fitting and
Eng lish who teaches poetry.
hel ped directed the listeners' attention
Associate Professor of Eng lish and thought.
Wood ,
Natalie Harris introduced Wood
Following
Zacamy
revealing that Wood started writing at Professor of English Peter Harris
age 29 and published her first book in stood to introduce Donnell y. He
1993, Secret Language. Her most explained that Donnelly had trained
recently published novel Any Bitter as both an opera singer and a poet.
Thing came out in 2006. Harris Harris read specific lines from one of
expressed what a detailed and excel- Donnell y 's poems and expressed his
lent writer she finds Wood to be, stat- admiration at the choice of words and
ing her books awe readers with descriptions. Harris specifically
"dialogue so crisp
referred to the poem
and witty and set"Prayer at the Opera
ting so real we can
House" where a
see them , smell
father and his son
are reunited and the
them
and
taste
them." Aside from
father
describes
writing,
Harris
their interaction , "it
spoke of Wood as
was as if the floor
an excellent teacher
of the world tilted
who has published
the boy into his
two volumes of The
Harris
arms."
Pocket Muse, books
reflected on the
which provide writpower of this line
ers with writing
and the power of the
Monica Wood poem as a whole,
exercises,
mintVisiting Professor of English
lessons on techpraising Donnelly's
nique, strategies to
ability to access cerovercome writers
tain emotions in a
block and more. Wood also updates way that few can.
her website, adding frequent writing
Donnelly stood to read after this
tips for web surfers to access.
introduction , thanking students and
When Wood stood up to speak , she faculty for their welcome to him. He
expressed her excitement and grati- started by reading eleven poems from
tude for the welcome and experience The Charge, including "Low Door",
she has had on May flower Hilt so far, "Notes to the New Owner" and
"I have spent the last three years "After a Move." His poems reflect
holed up on the last novel and it 's moments of prayer and meditation,
nice to be out among peop le again ," moments of feeling a sense of
she said with a laugh . Wood graced belong ing and moments of displacelisteners at the reading with a passage ment. As he read each poem, listeners
from a work in progress, a novel so could hear the emotion in each piece.
new that it is neither finished nor His expressionistic way of reading
titled. Wood set up the novel , explain- and his ability to drag out certain
ing that the plot revolves around words and clearl y enunciate all of the
Quinn , a guitarist whose ex-wife has words helped each poem ring a-loud
By AMANDA MELLO
ASST. A&E EDITOR

I have spent the
last three years
holed up on the
last novel and
it's nice to be
out among
people again.

TOM BOUIER/TME COLBY ECK

Visiting Professor Monica Woods concluded Fall Visiting Writers Series
in the room. In each poem , the
strength of internal rhyme was palpable in Donnelly 's voice, bring ing the
listener as close to experiencing a
poem as possible without actuall y
reading it. As Donnelly moved
toward the end of his reading selection , he put down The Charge to read
from some works in progress, telling
the audience that these poems were
part of a sequence about his mother,
who passed away in 2005. Donnelly
revealed, "The reason I'm a poet is

my mom ," telling the audience tha
she loved poetry and what a large pat
of her life it was. Again in thi
sequence that included poems such a
"Homeland," "My Mother Tries b
Quit" and "Received Wisdom
Donnelly expressed the strength o
connections between humans and n
relationships.
As writers and professors from ihi
Hill , Donnelley and Wood provided
fitting end to this fall's Visitirij
Writers Series.

Thank you to those who have taken a moment to fill out our
survey. It Is still available online:
www.colbyecho.com

Students , faculty, rally against hate crime TOM KOPP: Loved administrator is remembered fondly after tragic accident
Continued From Page 1

BTN HEUSST/THE COLBY ECHO

Students, faculty and staff joined members of the Waterville community and region to speak out against two
racial incidents that the Waterville Police Department is considering hate crimes. The incidents took place at a
f a s tfood restaurant in October, when a Winslow resident verbally threatened a local black man and showed him
a tattoo that said "white power " Speakers stressed the importance of taking an active stand against prejudices
and hate, and nurture understanding from a young age. Also, representatives of the local community praised students for their enthusiasm in addressing these issues
— Ben Herbst, Editor in Chief

wrote. Many students wrote that Kopp
was among the first representatives of
the College they ever met, and that "he
communicated a love for Colby that
was contagious," as Dori Smith '08
wrote. "Tom Kopp was the second person I ever met at Colby, and his passion
and enthusiasm certainly played a role
in my decision to attend Colby," Tom
Testo '07 wrote.
Prior to coming to the College, Tom
was a football coach at Avon Hi gh
School, the University of Connecticut,
and Dartmouth University. He played
baseball in the 1959 College World
Series with the UConn Huskies and
later Minor League Baseball in the
Minnesota Twins organization. In 1979
he was inducted into the Naugatuck
Hall of Fame and he was an avid sportsman up until the time of his death.
Tom is survived by his wife Mimi ,
his sons Michael and Blaine, daughters Deige and Jessica, and his fourteen grandchildren.
"Tom was universally liked and
respected by members of the admissions and counseling profession. One
current manifestation of this is the
incredible outpouring of sympathy

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

that our office has
received over the past
couple of days in the
form of floral bouquets, e-mail messages, phone calls , and
handwritten
notes
from college admissions officers elsewhere and from high
school guidance counselors. We even have
heard
from
high
school students with
whom Tom recently
met," Beverage said.
Adams alerted the
College of the accident
via
e-mail
Saturday evening, and
then of Tom's death
on Sunday. Flags
were lowered on campus Monday, and a
PHOTO COURTESY OF 5TEVE TOO*"
memorial service is
Tom Kopp s' minor league baseball card.
p lanned for Friday
Nov. 16 at II a.m. ir
the Lorimcr Chapel , followed by a doors , his family asks that donatio^
reception and luncheon in the Parker- be made to:
Reed room of the Schair-SwensonWatson Alumni Center.
The Tom Kopp Campership Fund
In leiu of flowers and in honor of
do Ken Walsh
Tom's dedication to aiding undcrprivAlfond Youth Center
ilcd ged kids and his love of the outWaterville, ME 0490 1

PLUM CREEK: Economics may be speculative
Continued From Page 1
Furthermore , "the way in which the
easements have been proposed is
[relatively] unenforceable ," St.
Pierre said.
Questions were also raised about
the economic advantages for the
community that the proposed development would bring. "The economics of Plum Creek's concept plan are
unreliable and speculative," Carter
said. Roach Pond , which Plum Creek
obtained in 2002 , has seen relatively
limited
formal
development
although all 89 lots have been sold.
Carter went on to explain the importance of including wilderness economics when conducting a cost

benefit anal ysis of the region. ' n
addition , the area is a critical habit^
for the nationally
threaten^
Canadian lynx.
"Someone has to stand up and I*
the voice for the voiceless," Perkins
and Posner said of their "hard-line , i»
compromise stance." The Man"-'
Woods is. a "treasure that belong'- '°
each and every one in the world" WW
allowing Plum Creek to-develop it
like welcoming the Trojan Hor- 1-"
Public hearings will take place Dec I
in Greenville , Dec. 2 in Augusta , De*
15 in Portland and Dec. 16 i"
Greenville. "In the long term we net*
to permanentl y protect more of u*
Moosehead and Katahdin region. K*
put it in public ownership," St. Picrrt
concluded.
|s

ASSAULT: Second alleged assault on campus incites action on campus to foster safer environment
Continued From Page 1
assailant was wearing a ski mask.
SATURDAY NIGHT

According to the student, she was
grabbed behind while walking. She
struggled against her assailant and in
her attempts to escape, they both fell
backward , with the student falling on
top of her assailant. The student then
screamed out , was released, rolled to
ihe right and ran away. While the
assailant was not wearing a ski mask,
the student was unable to give a facial
description, as she did not get a good
look at his face.
The Waterville Police Department
w is notified immediately and
responded with seven units. They
secured the area along with campus
Security and searched the grounds for
ihe suspect who had fled. Terhune
noted that the College is aware of
events that were going on concurrentIs at Alfond Apartments during the
time of the alleged attack , and urged
students who were in the area to contact Security. "Even if the student is
unsure that they saw anything, if they
were in that area at 11 p.m... they
could help us paint a picture of what
occurred ," Terhune said.
The incident was first reported to
students via a Security Advisory
Warning e-mail sent by Terhune at
J JO a.m. on Sunday. The e-mail alerted the campus to the event and
advised students to remain vigilant to
not walk alone at night , and urged students to contact Security if they had
m> information on the event. Terhune
explained the delay between the
.illcgcd attack and the advisory e-mail
stating that it took a few hours to
allow the student to be medically evaluaied and to have her provide the
specifics of what occurred. "It took a
while to get the situation straight,"
Director of Security Peter S.
(.ricneveri said.
Ihe College held a Security forum
n Page Commons on Monday afternoon. When asked about potential suspects for either of the two assaults,
¦Ulministrativc Vice President Doug
( Tcrp said. "The Waterville Police
Department continues its investigauoii... we don 't close anything obviousl y... but we don 't have any specific
Lads at this time. "
The College responded to the inci-

Do you feel safe at Colby?
The Echo will be exploring this question in the Nov. 28 issue.
Please answer our poll question at www.colbyecho.com and
send your thoughts to the Echo, at echo@colby.edu.

Do you want to allow a Maine tribe to run a harness racing track with slot
machines and high-stakes beano games in Washington County ?

'Would you attend Colby again?" The
report notes that in the five years since
the College started using the HEDS suru> . it has twice seen as few as 60 percent of seniors report that they would
probably " or "definitely " attend the
College again. "I think that surprised
everybody," King said. "That number is
meaningless on its own, but meaningful
tn the context of other institutions," he
' aid, pointing out that the number is
lower than the College's peer schools.
Throughout the data in the report, the
College was compared to Bates,
[ olgate and Hamilton as its peer
schools. Though the exit data is selfreported and therefore subjective, King
pointed out that it was not inconsistent
Mlli other, more objective measures.
CHANGING THE CURRICULUM

After seeing this data, there is a
feeling among many faculty and staff
ihat something needs to change. "The
data potentially show that Colby does
an excellent job providing almost
nlimited opportunities and so the
nost highly motivated self-started stuIcnta do wonderful things," former
Director of Institutional Research
M.irk Freeman said. However, he said
iti.it the data also suggest there exists
Atfiat he called a "middle 60 percent"
<\ students that are not reaching their
rull potentials throughout their time at
the College. "It presents a question ,"
I iceman said. "Is Colby an institution
¦<l )»se goal is to provide the best possible opportunities for students to
reach their potential or is our mission
'•• make sure that the most number of
•indents we can reach the maximum
potential that they can?"
"The middle 60 arc people who are
more difficult to motivate...they aren 't
the absolute self-starters but are good
undents and could use the more interactive form of learning, more projectbased,M Harris said.
()thcr data that may show some stu,! nts do not reach their full potential

Question One: Citizen Initiative

YES: 115.782 (48%) NO: 123,557 (52%)

Question Two: Bond Issue
dent by adding an additional Security
guard to patrol the area around the
Garrison-Foster Health Center, Alfond
Apartments and the Chapel from 6
p.m. to 6 a.m. for "at least the indefinite future," said Terp. Furthermore,
Waterville PD will remain as a presence on campus and will increase its
rounds. Terp noted that the College
has a very good relationship with
Waterville PD and if need be, "I have
no doubt that if we feel we need additional help... they 'll help us," he said.
Among the student body, there has
been growing speculation that
Saturday's assault might be directly
linked to the Oct. 12 incident, when an
18-year-old student was accosted on
the steps behind Dana by an assailant
wearing a ski mask. However, these
theories have yet to be substantiated
by Waterville Police, campus Security,
or college administrators. In response
to a question about a possible correlation between the two events, Sergeant
Gould said, "Don 't know; wouldn 't
rule it out; can 't say for sure."
Chenevert echoed these statements
saying, "We can't absolutely say it 's
not but we can 't absolutely say it is
[related)." Terhune stated that based
on significant differences in what was
presented by the respective students
between the first and second incident,
it is likely that the assaults are unrelated; however he also said "we are
unable to rule anything in or out."
CAMPUS RESPONSE

In addition to placing an extra
Security officer in the area where the
alleged attack occurred, the College
has responded by looking into and
supporting various programs to promote student safety on campus.
Firstly, Terhune stated that as of Dec.
1, the College will install a hom system on top of the hill , which will be
able to alert the entire campus of an

emergency situation. The system will
also have a PA function, such that
administrators could disperse instructions—for instance , orders to get
inside buildings and stay behind
closed doors in an emergency situation. This type of system would be
used only in the event of an imminent
threat to campus security, such as an
armed intruder or some type of medical emergency.
Additionall y,
the
Student
Government Association in conjunction with Hall Staff has begun work on
an initiative to implement a Volunteer
Student escort service to ease and
make more efficient the process of
obtaining an escort to walk from one
place to another on campus.
Chenevert said that this group is in the
process of being set up, and that they
will be getting equipment such as
radios and will train the student volunteers before the program's onset.
Campus Security has also taken
steps to find an instructor to teach a
Rape Aggression Defense System
course (R.A.D.S). According to the
R.A.D.S website, the course is "a
comprehensive self-defense system
for women. The program includes
awareness, prevention, risk reduction
and avoidance, as well as options
available to women during a confrontation or attack-" Chenevert said
that depending on student interest, the
course will be offered once after
Thanksgiving break and once again
during second semester.
Furthermore ,
an
Inspiration
Workshop called "Personal Safety and
Defense" will be offered by campus
Security over the Jan Plan in which
students will have the opportunity to
learn about the "steps that individuals
can take to protect themselves,"
Chenevert said. He noted additionally
that students who take this class will
learn skills such as how to perceive an

environment that may be dangerous,
how to hold one's keys in a threatening way, and the proper mindset when
having to defend oneself against an
attack. Chenevert said that through
this course "we want to give students
a p lan," so that they will know what to
do if they ever find themselves the
victim of an assault or similar attack.
Overall , Chenevert stressed the
need for students to remain vigilant as
they interact on and travel around
campus. "Watch out for each other...
and even under the best circumstances, people should not walk home
alone after dark ," Chenevert said. He
also noted feelings of pride for the two
female students who were victims to
the assault over the weekend and the
previous assault in October. Chenevert
said , "I'm proud of both those
women... to be able to escape without
injuries—if there was anything positive to come from these incidents, at
least they are both safe."
THE STUDENT VOICE

As evidenced by Wednesday morning 's Community Di gest of Civil
Discourse, student concern after this
second assault has heightened dramatically. Lindsay Paige Tolle '08 wrote,
"...I find myself confused and outraged
by the administration 's seeming
unwillingness to be pro-active about
these situations... I understand that
things take time , but where 's the
increased lighting we were promised?
How about implementing a mass text
messaging alert system?" Her concerns, echoed by many on campus,
demonstrate dissatisfaction and general fearfulness on campus. However,
other voices remain equally strong in
indicating their satisfaction with new
efforts by Security. "It 's nice to see
that [SJecurity is finally making themselves visible after dark , in person,"
Sarah K Goldstein '08 said.

SELF STUDY: Self-reported exit data suggest some students not reaching full potential
Continued From Page 1

election results
Last Tuesday, voters from the State of Maine flocked to polling sites to
vote on the 2007 Referendum Election. The ballot included five questions:
one citizen initiative , three bond issues and one referendum. Each question
and its respective results arc outlined below.

The report suggested that the
relates average combined SAT score of
students in department courses and College considers "a deliberate acadeaverage course grades. The graph has a mic progression culminating in a
'capstone
experience.'
negative trend , with higher SAT scores senior
correlating with lower grades and This...could help establish a campuslower SAT scores correlating with wide tone of high expectation and
higher grades. It is hard to make any intellectual passion." King believes a
definite conclusions from the informa- capstone experience is one that is drition , but the graph has certainly ven by the student, such as a Senior
sparked discussion and speculation. Scholars project, senior research proFreeman said the graph may suggest ject that ends in a presentation or thethat some students who enter Colby sis, major theatrical production or
with lower SAT scores gravitate major service learning project. "It
needs an element of
toward courses in
which they will likeownership on the
part of the student—
ly receive good
grades, rather than
they need to be
accountable for the
choosing courses
based solely on
outcomes," he said.
In response to the
interest. Freeman
noted that the negaissues that came out
tive trend is ' not
of both the transition
unique
to
the
to and transition
College, but has
from Colby selfbeen seen at other
studies, an ad hoc
schools.
Peter Harris curricular planning
Asked what could
committee of nine
Zacamy Professor of English
faculty was given the
be done to help students reach their
charge of determinpotential . King said, "Students that ing curricular priorities for review and
were most satisfied with the Colby possible revision and with determining
experience were the most intellectually processes to address these priorities,
engaged...so anything that we can do to including the formation of working
engage students in the broadest groups and charges to those groups.
sense"—community service, volun- (For more, see article page right).
teerism, lectures. What we need to do is
GRADE INFLATION
create a culture where intellectual
engagement is more pervasive and
When assessing overall learning outthat's going to trickle down to every- comes, the committee did not consider
one." King thinks that students should data on grading patterns and grade
start thinking about their lives after inflation to be useful. Under key conColby earlier-on in their time on clusions in the analysis of the selfMayflower Hill , which will help inform reported gains the report reads ,
students of their academic program. "...students that perceive themselves to
'The idea that you don 't worry about have made large gains are about as likegraduation until senior year—that's ly to have a low GPA as a high one."
going to change," he said. Extending Elsewhere the report reads "Grades
intellectual engagement beyond the provide some information about relaclassroom is a theme that can be seen tive student performance within a given
throughout recent administrative initia- course, but they are inconsistently
tives, including changes made to the applied among and within departments
first-year orientation and the new and programs. They are also on the rise,
Colby 360 approach to student affairs. making them less and less valuable as
(For more, see the Nov. 7 Echo).
an assessment tool."

...There is a will
on campus... to
push forward in
systematic
thinking about
the curriculum.

"Grades are tough ," King said.
"Grades in chemistry are relatively
easy to assign...Working in a quantitative field you either know it or you
don 't. Other fields it 's a little more subjective." He said that it is human nature
to want to take classes, especially
requirements, that will likely yield
good grades. "Dealing with the grade
piece is a really tough challenge in academics," he said, adding that a new
efTort has emerged at many schools to
deal with the issue. While the College
has not officially addressed grade inflatio n . "[The changes made to] the
Dean's List and Honors [last year] were
a very small step to try to reign in the
grade piece," King said.
Harris is ambivalent about the
issue. "Everybody is above average,"
Harris said. "Colby students' level of
competency has risen over the years
generally—grade inflation is everywhere "
MOVING FORWARD

Though the visiting team of peer
evaluators is gone and the reaccreditation process will come to an end early
next year, the information that was
generated in the two self-studies will
be used throughout the coining years to
make what could potentially become
major curricular changes. "We have
this knowledge. We cannot betray the
insight that was generated by that
knowledge. There is a will on this campus on behalf of the president, faculty
and trustees to push forward in systematic thinking about the curriculum,"
Harris said , making note that the
College has not reconsidered its curriculum for twenty years or more.
"What has been most rewarding is
the way the faculty have not necessarily agreed with all the data, but taken it
very seriously and realized that this is
important and worth their time," King
said. He said that faculty are "generally excited about the possibilities, but
very concerned about how new initiatives are going to compete for time and
resources, th?re is going to have to be
a balance "

Do you favor a bond issue to stimulate economic development and job
creation that would provide $5,000,000 in loans and grant funds and would
provide $50,000,000 in research, development and commercialization funds
for targeted technology sectors, awarded after a competitive process administered by the Maine Technology Institute , and will leverage at least
$50,000,000 in other funds?
YES: 121,741 (51%) NO: 115.977 (49%)

Question Three: Bond Issue
Do you favor a $43,500,000 bond issue for interior and exterior building
renovations, improvements and additions at all campuses of the Maine
Community College System, the Maine Maritime Academy and the
University of Maine System; to replenish the School Revolving Renovation
Fund for school repairs and renovations; and to support capital improvements for cultural and educational assets such as museums, historical facilities and libraries?
YES: 121,741 (51%) NO: 115.977 (49%)

Question Four: Bond Issue
Do you favor a $35,500,000 bond issue to invest in land conservation ,
water access, wildlife habitat , outdoor recreation opportunities , including
hunting and fishing, farmland and working waterfront and to invest in state
parks, historic sites and riverfront, community and farm infrastructure to be
matched by at least $21,875,000 in private and public contributions?
YES: 150,905 (63%) NO: 88.460 (37%)

Question Five: Referendum
Do you favor extending term limits for Legislators from 4 to 6 terms?
YES: 78.508 (33%) NO: 158,486 (67%)
- Ellen London. Features Editor

Faculty committee identifies curricular priorities
By CHELSEA EAK1N
MANAGING EDITOR

At the Nov. 7 faculty meeting, the ad
hoc curricular p lanning committee,
established to identify areas to receive
attention as noted by reaccreditation
self-studies, made its final recommendations. In particular, results of the
Higher Education Data Sharing
(HEDS) senior survey (see article page
left) were a key component in identifying areas that could be improved. "Our
job was to start the process of actually
making changes," Professor of
Education and Chair of the department
Mark Tappan, a member of the committee, said. "We were responsible for taking the information from the two reports
and our own perspectivesand talking to
colleagues and hearing from administration, and then kind of deciding what
we thought would bethe priorities as wc
move ahead."
The committee presented an interim
report to the faculty in September
which recommended that in order to
effectively address the curricular issues
raised in the reaccreditation self-study,
the Office of the Dean of Faculty needed both more senior and support personnel. The committee recommended
the creation of a senior' administrative
position with the Office of the Dean of
Faculty focused on broad curricular
issues and pedagogy. They said that
this person must have sufficient seniority, with the rank of full professor, to
have influence with the faculty and
authority, including a budget, to make
significant curricular changes
In October the committee recommended to the faculty that an advisory
committee take up an investigation of
faculty time use. "We feel this is particularl y pressing as new curricular planning initiatives may put further pressure
on faculty time," their final report reads.
They also recommended that the director of institution research become a permanent non-voting member of the
Faculty Course Evaluation Committee.
"It is clear from the reaccreditation subcommittee reports that assessment of
student learning will be developed in
partnership with Colby 's Office of
Institutional Research. It therefore
appears inconsistent that the Office of
Institutional Research does not have an
official means of input regarding the
assessment of faculty teaching," the
final report reads.
Furthermore, the committee recommended that the Faculty Course
Evaluation Committee, in conjunction
with the Office of Institutional
Research , evaluate whether the
College 's current all-college course
evaluations "incorporate the best
assessment methods available and
meet high standards for accuracy.

validity, and reliability. "
At the meeting last week, the committee recommended the creation of
three working groups. "One working
group will look at the progression
throug h the curriculum throug hout
four years," Tappan said. Among areas
this committee with consider arc distnbution requirements , JanPlan, the
integration of off-campus study into
the curriculum , a senior capstone
experience and advising student progression through the curriculum.
A second working group will be
looking at communication and presentation skills. "Students graduating
weren 't sure they had really hi ghly
developed skills in those areas,"Tappan
said. Some changes which pertain to
this may include more intensive writing
other than just EN 115 , writing across
the curriculum , or more than just one
course on public speaking, Tappan saidThe third working group will look at
academic engagement. The group will
help identify ways to "engage students
with their academic program and in
their intellectual and ethical life in
deeper, broader, and more significant
ways than wc do now," according to the
report. Areas this group will consider
include linking off-campus study and
internships with academic projects and
considering how project-based learning could be integrated into the current
teaching repertoire of professors.
"It 's easy to become complacent
about your curriculum." Professor of
Anthropology and committee member
Catherine Besteman said. "I'm incredibly excited that coming out of this
committee of nine faculty members in
very different disciplinary backgrounds was a unanimous agreement
that these arc things that need to be
changed."
The role of current students in this
process is yet to be determined.
"Students arc driving this whole
process," Besteman said. "They arc the
ones that identified the leading concerns that we are attempting to address.
This is very much a student-experience
driven process of self-evaluation and
transformation." Besteman said that
there is no discussion about student
representatives participating in the
working groups.
"Our charge was reall y to deal with
the faculty, though I would hope that
each working group would try to incorporate student input ," Tappan said.
"But people will have different opinions." Zacamy Professor of English
Peter Harris, member of the transition
from Colby committee, said he thought
students should be involved at some
point in the process "While it is the
faculty's job to desi gn curricula , feedback from the students is essential. "
The faculty will vote in December
on the committee 's recommendations.

One of the kindest men I have ever met.
Jackie Tlner, College Relations

Tom Kopp recruited me to come to Colby to play football by avidly selling the College as much as the football
program and was our coach for my first couple of seasons, before he moved over to the Admissions Office.
Tom loved Colby and his enthusiasm for the place was
contagious.
We'd stayed in touch all these years and visited often
when his Admissions rounds brought him out to
Chicago. He was a terrific ambassador for Colby and
example for young people.
He exemplified what a coach should be. a teacher and
role model. We weren 't always (even often) successful
on the field but he showed us how to act with dignity and
good humor, win or lose. I consider it a great stroke of
good luck to have had a coach , teacher and friend who
was such a class guy
Hall Adams 84

Tom Kopp was a gentleman as well as a
gentle man. He had interviewed the children of actors, politicians, doctors, judges,
and even sanitation workers. The one outstanding quality was his ability to make
each one just as important and the others
regardless of their background . When he
spoke to you. It made you feel like you were
the only person in the room. That was
achieved by his love of the individual. Tom's
sense of humor sometimes backfired. I can
remember an event when his office was in
Eustls facing Lovejoy. He spotted Roy
Bracken working on an electrical job just
outside his window. He raised the window
and yelled to Roy. "Hey Roy. I can remember
when they wouldn't even let you change a
light bulb." Roy yelled back "Tom, I can
remember when they allowed you to coach
football too!!!"
Tom Just retreated and quietly closed the
window.
Tom was a man of true class. I am sure
when God called him God gave him a
TRANSpass to heaven.
Allen LaPan, Cotter Union Post Office

Tom Kopp and I worked closely for nearly 23 years,
about one third of our lives. He was an extremely loyal
and hardworking friend and colleague, and I valued
Immensely his unfailingly good humor, good sense, and
good advice.
Tom meant the world to me and my staff. He labored
tirelessly for Colby, took great pride In all that he did, and
cared deeply for each and every member of our office.
Truly, there was not a task he could not or would not do,
and there was never a time when he failed to find a way
to support a co-worker. What's more, he never, ever, did
any of this for personal gain or attention. He was simply
one fine man, thoughtful , genuine, sensible, and just plain
'salt of the earth."
Tom was universally liked and respected by members
of the admissions ana counseling profession. One current
manifestation of this is the incredible outpouring of sympathy that our office has received over the past couple of
days in the form of floral bouquets, e-mail messages,
phone calls, and handwritten notes from college admissions officers elsewhere and from high school guidance
counselors. We even have heard from high school students with whom Tom recently met.
Tom was the consummate team player and family
man, and those of us who had the privilege to work with
him in Lunder House count our blessings that we had
Tom on our team and that we were part of his Colby family. We loved him and will miss him terribly.
Parker Beverage, Admissions

in memorium

He was someone I always looked forward to seeing in the office each day I
went Into work. You could always count on Tom for a smile, and that he would
take time out of his day to ask how you were doing. If you were not smiling yourself, you could count on Tom to provide you with a reason to do so, through a joke,
a story, or just a kind word. He was a wonderful person, and I will really miss him.
My thoughts are with his friends and family.
Katy Blzler 08

In the world today many people ask "how are you" and then pass you by without ever
waiting for an answer. Tom wasn't one of those people. He would stop, look you In the eye
and wait for an answer. He made you feel as If your day was worth talking about and, foi
that moment, you were his priority. Seeing him on my way out of Admissions could makt
my afternoon. He always seemed happy In a way that was never fake or contrived. I'm sure
he touched many more lives than anyone could possibly imagine through his smile. I don '
really know how to describe his smile with wordi
except to say that he had one of those smiles tha
made you feel good about yourself because It fel
so real. I can't believe that he is gone. Colby wll
not be the same without him.
Jamie Warner '09

THOMAS
W. KOPP

On Monday, November 12. the staff in Lunder
House came to work with heavy hearts. We were fortunate to have the counseling staff from the health
center, as well as the presence of Bro . as we remembered Tom and told stones. One person said that Tom
would have been upset to be the center of such attention. And as true as this might be. it was important for us to honor him this way.
Tom looked after people, kept spirits up, and had a knack for telling stories that were
very funny. For years on Valentine 's Day, he would buy bags of chocolates, print off pictures of actors and personalize these pictures into cards for the women In the office. We
would come In to find the office overflowing with candy: covering desks, on file cabinets,
going up the staircases and on wlndowsills. One summer day, with another staff member,
he made heart-shaped waffles and served them with strawberries and whipped cream to
the staff and student tour guides. This Halloween, as In past years, he put on his
"Groucho " glasses and mustache and trench coat and walked around the office In "disguise "
Tom unwittingly mentored many people who have worked In Lunder House, and he was
a loyal friend to those who truly knew him well. One of the staff members talked about
how she would try to get out of the office to exercise occasionally, walking the oval walkway between Lunder and the alumni building. If Tom happened to be outside walking his
dog. Baxter, at the same time, he would keep her company for one walk around the circle. One day Baxter took off during this time, and Tom encouraged her to just keep on
walking. He then ran off to fetch Baxter. She kept walking and used Tom s encouragement
as a metaphor. We start and end our lives alone , but in our life span, there are those who
appear for short periods to motivate us to keep going forward. We will all miss his positive spirit.
Barbara Chase. Admissions

1938 - 2007

"TK"
I regret to admit that my personal Interaction with
Mr. Kopp was quite limited. I met with him only a couple of times over the last year, always at large committee meetings, to discuss rather Impersonal
administrative Issues. However, I have learned from
the outpouring of stories, and grief, that Mr. Kopp was
a truly dedicated and resilient man, serving Colby In a
number of capacities for many years.
After word spread about his tragic passing last
weekend, I received a number of phone calls from
alumni and current students. They asked for details I
was unable to provide and then began to relate their
memories of Mr. Kopp with me. f am not the one to
share all of those stories, but two common themes
stand out: he Inspired hope and had gained universal
respect from everyone who knew him at this college.
Before his passing was confirmed, I heard more than
one person say, "If there 's anyone that can fight and
turn up ok. It will be Tom."
Times of sudden loss are exceedingly difficult at
school as small as Colby. Even those who did not know
Mr. Kopp have assuredly already felt the grief and pain
rippling through our tight-knit community and can
appreciate how sorely he will be missed. It seems perhaps that we have been racked by too many of these
sudden and shocking losses over the last several
years, and that too many memorial services have
taken place on our usually peaceful campus. It
reminds us that we should take time to appreciate our
Colby community, and to enjoy the unique personalities we all collectively bring to It. We should all make
the effort to rely on the strength of that community
and both help those who are grieving and appreciate
those aspects of our collective lifestyle, and those relationships, we might too easily take for granted.
For now, we can only remember and honor Mr. Kopp.
We must continue to remember and appreciate his
gifts to Colby and his extraordinary life story. My
thoughts and prayers go out to his family and his loved
ones, and to all of those Colby students whose lives
were touched by his magnetic enthusiasm for this college. He will be sorely missed.
Nicholas Cade 08

Many of us didn't know Tom personally, but I guarantee Tom knew every student on campus. That's how thorough he was with his roll In the admissions office
Whenever a student was Introduced to him, he was able
to recall their name, their home state, and most likely
the topic of their admissions essay to Colby. He knew
each and every one of us ad he loved when he was able
to put a face to all the random facts.
Tom also brought laughter and smiles with him wherever he went. IVe never met such a truly jolly Individual.
He was a great story teller and loved to make people
laugh. He exuded Joy, which is what made him one of the
greatest people to be around.
He brought energy and character to campus.
Julia Hutchinson 08J

Tom Kopp was my interviewer, which Is something
I'm sure I share with no small number of students at
Colby today, as having a conversation with as nice and
uplifting a person as him In no small way Inspired me
to want to spend 4 years at a school like Colby. After
starting college, its easy to forget the admissions
office, and until sophomore fall where I happened to
be told about a job "making coffee" at Admissions. I
hadn't given the place a second thought. I was a little
put off my first walk down there because It seemed "a
place for high schoolers", but the admissions office
has as profound an effect on the school and Its population as any administrative department, and Tom
Kopp was a brilliant person to have Influencing the
decisions as to choosing members for the Colby community. I don't mean to flatter myself, I mean, I am a
febfresh, I can't say that I was first preference at the admissions office.
but the kids they choose change the dynamic of the school every year
In ways It's Impossible to fathom. Tom Kopp, or TK as he was known
around the admissions staff, hired me for my Job as "coffeemaker ".

heading to admissions at 8 a.m. and noon everyday to prepare coffee
and hot water for the front lobby at Admissions. As much as I like to
joke about how amusing it Is to me that It Is my Job to get prospective
all jacked up on caffeine so as to be more enthusiastic and prone to
like Colby, It was the environment that Tom created around the office
that was what sold people on the school. When I would walk Into the
admissions break room in the morning and find Tom shining his
shoes, pouring his cup of coffee, or just mulling about cheerily, it was
a true privilege to be around him.
Being a college student, I think it should speak volumes that I would
appreciate anyone 's company at 8 a.m., nevermind my boss at work.
The tragedy of last weekend caught everyone off guard, In my case
because after seeing him just last Friday morning and hearing him
talking to other staff I found myself shaking my head and smiling to
myself with the thought "that TK Is really something". Although the job
of making hot water, replacing sugar packets and tea bags and arranging things properly may sound trivial . It has meant so much to me, the
admissions staff at Colby is an exceptional group to know, and Tom a

shining example of the positive, happy spirit that makes Colby what it
Is today. What Tom contributed to this community runs far deeper than
anyone could hope to put In words, but the noble nature of his role
within this school and the twinkle In his eye with which he did it is
something that can serve as an inspiration to us all as we choose our
paths In life.
Mary Huvane '08

From sometime in the 'seventies until 1982 I had a weekly
squash match with Tom; then my job and schedule changed
and we couldn't arrange the time. Tom was a better athlete
and In better shape, but I had more racket sports, so we played
evenly. He was vigorously competitive, believed In the rules,
was generous In their Interpretation, and relaxed and congenial
afterwards—Just what sports Isor should be all about. I have
missed those games and now, like so many others, I miss Tom,
a great and good man.
Doug Archibald, Retired

Memorial Service
Friday, Nov. 16, 11 a.m.
Lorimer Chapel
COLBY COLLEGE, WATERVILLE, ME

Reception immediately following
at the Schair-Swenson-Watson Building

•

I want to describe his kindness, his love for his family, and the way he made wherever he was a better
place to be, but the thing with Tom Is that he was never
showy about anything he did.
Anonymous

I would like to express my deepest sympathies to the Colby
community. I have only worked In Lunder House for a short
time, however, Tom Kopp has left a lasting impression. Tom was
a proud Colby Senior Associate Dean. Tom's dedication to students and the Colby community could easily be seen In his daily
actions. He was one of the first to arrive at Lunder House and
one of the last to leave dally. Tom was the "rock" that everyone
could depend on for anything that might arise during the course
of a day. He could be seen setting up the signs for admissions
events, to parking the cars and greeting students and family, to
shoveling and salting the pathways for their safety and anything
else that may need attention. No job was too small or too big
for Tom, It was taken care of with ease and he made Lunder
House feel like home.
Colby and all of us In Lunder House have been blessed to
have Tom Kopp as part of our lives. He will be missed terribly
by everyone.
Kathy Stevens, Admissions

When I got accepted to Colby as a senior In high school, Colby hosted an accepted students dinner In Manhattan. I was unsure as to whether or not I actually wanted to go to Colby, but decided
to attend the dinner anyway to see who would be speaking and what they had to say. That night,
Tom hosted the trivia segment of the dinner, throwing out free teeshlrts to the kids who answered
questions correctly. I vividly remember his vlvaciousness and sense of pride in the school that he
was representing.
Later In the evening, after the dinner had ended and people were dispersing, Tom shared a cab
with my mother and ( t o Grand Central station and sat on the train with us on our ride back to
Connecticut.
As a prospective student, this stuck out to me because he easily could have chosen to take a
separate cab and sit on his own—I'm sure "mandatory transportation accompaniment" was
nowhere In his job description—but Tom seemed to genuinely enjoy talking about Colby, and more
Importantly, was interested In my concerns.
Over that forty five minute train ride Tom managed to answer any question I had about going
abroad to Salamanca my first semester, and made
me feel a lot more secure In considering going
abroad as an option. It would be a He to say that
he alleviated any worry or fear I had, but he did
address my fears head-on with an honestly and
frankness that I hadn't experienced from any other
representative from any of the schools I'd looked at
(and I'd looked at a lot of schools). Our conversation eventually moved on to getting to know me as
a person. It turned out that he'd coached my uncle
Joe at the UCONN football program back In the seventies, and remembered vividly his "determination
and hard work." I point this out because, In the long
term, Tom served as a symbol of the Colby attitude
not only to me, but to my mother as well. Every
time she's visited campus since my enrollment
she's asked me about Tom and recalled the night
we met him fondly. She 's repeated numerous times
what a good person he was and how much of an
asset he was to Colby Admissions.
At the end of the evening we parted ways, and
clearly I eventually chose to come to Colby. Tom's
up-front attitude and genuine concern for what
would be best for me as an Individual helped
shape my attitude toward the college selection
process, and In the narrower scheme, toward Colby
as a college.
While I haven 't been In close contact with Tom
since I've come to campus, he has certainty served
as a major part of the genesis of my Colby career,
and I know definitively that this school is a stronger
community for having had him be a part of It.
Christine Friar '10

My first memory of Tom Kopp
was during my Job Interview at
"olby College. We spoke In his
ifflce at admissions for almost
M hour about recruiting In the
^ESCAC and his experience as a
:oach then as a Dean. I was
mpressed with his passion for
-olb y and how well he represented the role admissions
ilayed In the recruiting process.
also remember how proud he
was of the home he had built on
3reat Pond as we looked at the
Pictures In his office. Through
he next 6 years I worked closey with Tom recruiting studentJthletes to attend Colby and I
earned a great deal from him. I
ilso got to know him out of the
>fflce a tittle bit My wife and his
laughter In-law, Beth Kopp
>ecame friendly because we
share d the same day care
Provider. I realized Tom was a
remendous family man who
-ared deeply for his children and
grandchildren. I really admired
hat about Tom and hoped
>ome day when I was at his
;tage in life, I could have that
iresence to my children's lives.
Rob Qulnn, Athletics

I worked with Tom In the mid
90s helping to set up a separate
mailroom In the Lunder building.
He was always so gracious and
respectful towards me as a member of the staff and I truly appreciated that. He treated me as an
equal and never showed signs of
being anything other than a true
gentleman. I will miss seeing him
walking around campus.
Ellen Paul,
Colby Gardens Shuttle Driver

Tom Kopp was
the heart and
soul of the Colby
Admissions
Office. He would
do anything that needed to be done, which was why you might see
him emptying the trash or handling a VIP interview on the same day.
He had a way with people that was amazing. I think that everyone
In our office secretly or not so secretly wished that he or she was a
little more like Tom. He had a way of weaving his way through this
crazy life without producing a big wake; but his Impact on others
through the way he lived his life and carried himself was profound. We
are all now borrowing a bit of what Tom showed us In order to get
through this difficult time. He was simply the nicest human being I
have ever knownl
Steve Thomas, Admissions

Tom Kopp was the second person I ever met at Colby, and his
passion and enthusiasm certainly
played a role In my decision to
attend Colby. Later In my Colby
career I had the pleasure of working around Tom in Lunder, and I'll
never forget his unique ability to
light up a room full of tired and
confused prospective students.
His presence was always warmly
felt, and I know it will be sorely
missed.
Tom Testo '07

In my role as athletic director I had the privilege of working with
Tom Kopp regularly as Tom was one of the liaisons in the admissions
office to the athletic department. At certain key points In the year, we
talked, emailed, faxed and phoned each other at least 100 times a
day. Tom might even say It felt like more than 100 times a day, at
least on certain days. Tom was the Ideal person for
me to work with because of his knowledge of athletics and his understanding of how important
recruiting quality students and quality athletes
are to the success of Colby's athletic teams.
There can be Inherent tensions between
admissions and athletics because of the priorities in our department and the many priorities
faced by the admissions office. Tom and I didn't
always agree of everything but at the end of the
day there was always a joke, a humorous comment or the realization that a good meal and a
cold drink with dinner would shed some perspective on the demands of the day.
Tom and I also had the chance to chat over the
years about the things in life that were important
to him, above everything else, his family. He
talked about his wife, their children and their
grandchildren and it was very clear that his family was his priority. He also loved his place on the
island and was proud of what It had become.
I have had the opportunity to work and attend
a number of collegiate Institutions and all have a
different feel to their campuses. The atmosphere
at Colby Is open, warm , caring and friendly. These
are also the traits I would use to describe Tom
Kopp. His smile, demeanor, sense of humor and
his caring nature distinguished him for me. He
worked hard, knew what was Important to him
and treated folks with kindness and compassion.
There is an empty space In our department and
In our hearts right now. I miss you Tom.
Marcella Zalot. Athletics
Tom Kopp was the first person to introduce me to
Colby, bravely making the trip all the way up to snow
covered Northern Maine to talk to Presque Isle High
School seniors. He was always cheery and funny,
cracking witty jokes and talking about the Red Sox.
He communicated a love for Colby that was contagious. He served Colby and Colby students with talent, hard work and enthusiasm. He will be sorely
missed.
Dorl Smith 08

Tom Kopp was Just the BEST in so many ways: a wonderful family man, an enthusiastic supporter of Colby,
an astute Admissions professional and above all else a genuinely nice person with a wonderful sense of
humor. There are tales of his practical Jokes in Lunder and his kind touches, as well, like the spreading of
chocolate kisses throughout the building on Valentine's Day., even up the stairs, one on each step!
He cared about each and every one of us. In fact, my last memory of him was last Friday afternoon, quite
late In the day, I overheard him speaking to a prospective student and family in the lobby of the
Lunder House. I remember making a mental note of how engaging he was and enthusiastic, even after
the end of a long week and late on a Friday. I don't know If that family will ever realize that they were the
last ones to receive his special brand of charm and savvy.
Janice Kassman, President's Office

We both felt that we had a special relationship with Tom. He knew when we needed a pat on
the back, a shoulder to cry on or a good dose of reality. It is only after his death that we have
come to understand how he did this not just for the two of us, but for many in the office. We
are better people for having known Tom and will remain indebted to him for touching our lives.
We are thankful to his family for sharing Tom with us. We will miss his presence though he will
live on In our hearts!
Carolyn Plant and Sandra Sohne-Johnston, Admissions

On Valentine 's Day we would arrive at the office to find Valentine candy covering every flat surface In Lunder House (including the tops of pictures in the hallways). On the desks of the support staff would be a picture of a famous man with
a note "will you be my Valentine?" This was something Tom did for us and the student workers every year.
Tom was Mr. Lunder House. For anything that needed to be done. Tom was the
go-to person and he either took care of it himself or he contacted the right person
to get the job done.
During the most stressful time in the office, from January through March when
the acceptance decisions were being made , Tom always kept us laughing making
this time less stressful and much more enjoyable for everyone.
"
Tom told me that when he retired he wanted a job as a grounds keeper so he K
could use one of those poles with a point on the end to pick up papers and just •
walk around and talk with people.
Tom, words cannot express how much you will be missed.
Suzanne Jenkins, retired
Tom Kopp deserves all the admiration a man could earn. I only knew him for a
short while , but In that time I feel as though I met one of greatest men on
Mayflower Hill. It was easy to know when Tom was around, as he usually left a trail
of smiles. He was quick with his words and seized every opportunity for a joke ,-or
simply Just knowing the right thing to say to cheer a person up. That was TK. He
waa selfless In doing everything he could for everyone.
It was always a Joy to hear what Tom had been up to. It always seemed as though
he Just finished climbing a mountain or building a bam, or Just having fun with
everyday life. But If you were truly lucky, you could catch Tom when he was taking
a break , and he would know the right story to tell you to put a smile on your face.
It was the little moments that made you step back and look at Tom and realize how
lucky we all are to have Tom in our lives. I only knew Tom for a brief time, but I' m
going to treasure all of my memories of him. He was a great man , and deserves the
utmost respect. Here's to you TK.
Joel Pitt '09

Features

Last y ear 's Proje cts f or Peace rep ort back
By EMILY WARMINGTON
NEWS STAFF

Students find help for
g rad school admissions
By ELIZABETH O'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

The thought of appl ying to graduate school can induce a wave of anxiety for many young adults. Many fear
their grade point averages and standardized test scores are not strong
enough to get into the program of
their choice And even with competitive grades and scores, it seems that
Securing -a spot in graduate programs
is not as simple as it once was
"Most students understand that getting into graduate school is not just
about the numbers." Cynthia Parker,
director of Career Services, said in a
recent interview A comprehensive
understanding of the factors selection
committees look for in applications
can make all the difference and may
even help cancel out irrevocable
blemishes on a college transcript Dr
David G Mumby. associate professor
in the Department of Psychology at
Concordia University, recently published a handbook that has helped
thousands of college and university
students through the daunting graduate school application process.
Graduate School Winning Strategies
tor Getting in With or Without
Excellent Grades is available as an cbook at www.mygraduateschool.com.
On the website there are multiple
links to chapters which provide easy
tips that students often overlook
The recommendation letter is one
component that both Parker and
Mumby stress greatly Graduate programs, according to Mumby. are
interested in the character behind the
transcript "Students often don ' t realize that how they come across as a
person has a huge impact on if they
will be accepted or not ." Mumb y said
in a recent interview with The Review
Parker stresses the same philosophy
when working with students at Career
Services. "Letters that are tailored
directly to the program will be especially strong." Parker said. "Our faculty have come through a lot of these
programs, so they are great at constructing a good lener if the student
lakes the time to sit down and explain
where they are applying and why "
How ever, many graduating seniors
are not interested m applying directl y
to graduate school, and asking professors for a recommendation two years
after graduation can produce a lessthan-steliar result Parker explained
that Career Services holds a file of

requested recommendations for all
desinng Colby students. "The file is
great because even if you don 't know
what kind of graduate program you
might be interested in applying to.
you will always have a good recommendation from a teacher who still
remembers you and your accomplishments well enough to do them justice
in a letter."
Parker suggests that undergraduate
faculty members arc not the only ones
that students making post-graduation
plans should contact. "Students
should really look at a list of faculty
in the department [they] are thinking
of joining." she said. "Start up a dialogue with faculty who share similar
interests." Students who already have
a stake in the program they wish to
apply for have a leg up on others,
according to Parker "A lot of students
are doing it these days, so it 's a good
idea if you want to be a competitive
applicant. "
Being a "competitive " applicant,
however, at times seems at odds with
the collaborative liberal arts environment the College perpetuates. College
Editor Stephen Collins . *74 recalls
how competing for graduate school
admissions was much less of a concern when he was a senior. "1 don 't
rememberit even being on the radar."
he said. "It 's interesting the ways in
which liberal arts students reconcile
their competitive personal edge with
the collaborative values they receive
at Colby... Confidence. 1 think, plays a
fundamental role in the success of students, whether or not they want to go
to graduate school "
Parker feels that the liberal arts collaborative environment can actually
help to give students the edge required
for graduate school admission.
"Graduate programs value the team
building and collaborative skills students receive at Colby very much. 1
think [a liberal arts education] gives students an edge in graduate school applications—it doesn't detract from one."
Despite the many helpful tips she
offers. Parker warns graduating seniors
away from applying directly to graduaie school "Over the 16 years I' ve
worked here , there has been an
increased emphasis on not going to
graduate school nght away." Parker
said. "It 's almost always better to get
some experience in the world, and go to
graduate school only when you arc positive the degree will be relevant to your
professional life. Students should have
a real reason to get a graduate degree "
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In 2006. philanthropist Kathryn
Wasserman Davis decided that , for her
100th birthday, she was going to
donate one million dollars to help 100
college students implement their own
ideas for promoting peace. Students at
each of 85 colleges in the Davis
United World Colleges Scholars
Program, of which Colby is a member,
were invited to write a proposal for a
project that would be put into action
over the summer of 2007 with the help
of a $10,000 grant. Mrs. Davis has
elected to continue the program this
year, with applications for summer
2008 due in December.
Last year, two proposals by Colby
students received grants Melyn
Heckelman '08 and Victona Yuan *07
worked together on a proposal which
took them to China over the summer.
The proposal began as an idea the
two girls had to try forming a peer
sexual education program. From
there, it grew into the large, well-laid
plan that became the girls ' winning
proposal. "It was a very natural transition from one idea into something
feasible." Heckelman said of the
process.
The two students decided on China
for their project because Yuan is a
native speaker, and also because of
the region 's tendency to suppress discussion about sexuality. Before drafting their formal proposal , they
underwent training on sexual issues
and education. Then they sat down to
wnte what Heckelman described as
"a more comprehensive sex education
program." The biggest problem that
the proposal encountered was trying
to find a program that fit with their
intentions and wasn 't faith-based.
Once they overcame this obstacle, the
two girls set off for three months in
China, where they taught classes at
two colleges and three high schools in
Weuhan and Chengdu.
While most Chinese citizens speak
some English by the time they reach
high school, there were still some language barriers. Heckelman speaks
French and Arabic but not Chinese
and had a more difficult time communicating than Yuan. But she devoted
great effort to the language and eventually managed to teach almost as
much as Yuan. "It 's surprising howwell you can communicate when you
really need to." Heckelman said.
Students taking part in the sexual
education classes were eager to participate and ask questions. On top of
being teachers, Heckelman and Yuan

became role models for the students—
and for Chinese women in general.
"The teachers , too, saw us as role
models of this different image of a
woman." Heckelman said.
Heckelman and Yuan did not want
to leave their new program in a precarious position after they left the
region, so they used some of their
grant money to form an internship
program aimed at continuing their
efforts by sponsoring American college students to go to China and teach
sex education courses to others their
age The first group of these interns
will travel to China in the summer of
2008 to pick up where Heckelman and
Yuan left off.
The other winning proposal from
the College came from Christine
Avena '08. who won a grant to spend
the summer working in central and
southern Ecuador. While spending
her semester abroad in Ecuador last
fall. Avena became interested in a
growing effort to reintroduce llamas
and alpacas into the country 's
wildlife Avena 's work, she said.
"stems from the fact that there is a
huge divide between the conservation
efforts and the people " in Ecuador.

Llamas and alpacas heavil y populated Ecuador 's countryside before
European explorers and settlers hunted the majority of the animals. In
addition, many other types of livestock, such as cattle, were brought
into the country. These animals have
become problematic because they
tend to erode the soil with their hard
hooves and throw off the region 's natural resource balance with their need
for lush pastures.
The first part of Avena 's summer
was spent in Riobamba working on a
project to reintroduce llamas to the
environment. Llamas had become
non-existent in the country as domestic livestock animals until about twen'
ty years ago. Avena traveled with
technicians from the program to meet
with people and communities interested in purchasing llamas , and also
helped to educate local communities
on how to properly care for their llamas. Avena allotted $4,000 of her
grant money to a loan program which
allows Riobamban citizens to purchase a llama using a low interest loan
which they pay back over the course
of two years.
The second part of Avena 's project

took her south to Cajas National Park
where officials have begun to rcintrn
ducc alpacas into the native land
within its boundaries. Avena was
asked to act as a neutral paru
between the park officials and the
people of neighboring villages. Her
role as a mediator was crucial since .i
tense relationshi p has formal
between the two due to arguments
about land use.
In addition to her animal rcintrn
duction efforts. Avena. a group of professors and a local college studem
published a pamphlet on llama ami
alpaca care, which is now in circulation in much of the central and south
cm regions of the country. Avena ' s
strongest impression from her tri p is
the amount of hospitality she experienced over the course of the summer
"The people were very open to me .
this complete foreigner." she said
"While 1 was there teaching, the
majority [of my time was spent] learning from the people." Avena plans to
return to Ecuador in two years for a
conference regarding these reintniduction efforts. The loan program thai
she established will continue to operate well into the foreseeable future.
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Chinese students druw questions
for disaasion in sexual educationclass (top): A herd ofllanias in an Ecuadorian ullage (bottom!

Who's Who

Kate Vasconi '09
Clubs, which arc clubs that have
rooms in the Pugh Center like SOAR
or the Bridge, and any underreprcA junior bailing from Staten scntcd groups on campus.
Island, NY, Kate Vasconi has made
Vasconi encountered the PCB
her presence known on campus as when she was a member of the
both a champion of multiculturaiism Newman Council during her freshand an exceptional event planner. A man year. The Council's office was
classical civilization major, Vasconi located in the Pugh Center. She also
is the chair of the Pugh Community attended and enjoyed several PCB
Board. The PCB is an organization events, so that when her sophomore
that strives to encourage multicultur- year rolled around, she applied and
al understanding and acceptance by was accepted to the position of the
bringing various events to campus. PCB publicity chair. "I love that PCB
Its goal is to represent both the Pugh is able to bring a different voice to
campus. SPB and SGA
arc great, but wc have
a different purpose,"
she said of being
drawn to the organization. In Vasconi*s first
year with PCB . major
events included a spoken word festival on
campus and visits from
Bern ice
Johnson
Rcagon, the singer
from Sweet Honey in
the Rock, and Eliot
Chang, an AsianAmerican comedian.
Vasconi applied for
and became the Chair
of the PCB this year
because she wanted to
expand on the growROB KIEvn/TME COIBV ECMC
ing recognition the
Kate Vasconi '09
group is getting on
By DARCY BULLOCK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

campus. As chair, her responsibilities include keeping the group organized, running meetings , booking
speakers and making sure the logistics arc in place for each event. This
year, the PCB's main focus is a
speaker series entitled "Fitting In
and Standing Out." The first speaker on the schedule is Daniel Golden ,
who will be at the College on Dec.
2. He is the author of the book The
Price of Admission: How America 's
Ruling Class Buys Its Way into Elite
Colleges—and Who Gets Left
Outside the Gates, which is about
the admission process at top colleges "[Bringing] Daniel Golden
was kind of a labor of love," said
Vasconi. "Going in over the summer
I knew he was who I wanted to
bring because people have misconceptions on this campus as to why
people get into this college and what
affirmative action really is. I hope
that [his talk] will open people 's
minds to the admissions process at
top colleges." After Golden's talk, a
brown bag lunch will be held with
the admissions office to discuss his
lecture and how it affects
Mayflower Hill.
In addition to the speaker scries, this
year PCB is co-sponsoring several
events with other clubs and academic
departments, such as a theatrical performance of August Wilson's work with
the group Building Colby Community
through Art and Culture. PCB is also

working with SGA to plan a multicultural symposium in late February or
early March, though plans haven 't been
finalized yet Vasconi hopes to continue
her involvement with PCB next year in
order to build on this year's accomplishments. "This year I wanted to
expand on the growing recognition
PCB was getting on campus. People
tended to not know who we arc, but
that's slowly changing." she said.
Besides her extensive work with
the PCB, Vasconi has also found time
to operate as events coordinator for
the Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairs and Civic Engagement and
executive director of the Colby
Republicans, as well as work in the
interlibrary loan section of the library
At the beginning of the school year.
she helped with the College's preview program for minorities and firstgeneration college students. For two
summers she has worked in New
York City at Penguin Group
Publishing, first as an editorial intern
and then as a marketing intern.
As for plans after graduation.
Vasconi hopes to continue with event
planning, and is looking at sports
administration in particular. She
would love to have a multicultural
component to her future vocation , but
even if that doesn't materialize, she is
adamant that her work with the PCB
will stay with her and keep her conscious of multiculturaiism after she
leaves Mayflower Hill.

Muslim students band together to celebrate and spread awareness about their faith
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

1 ach year, millions of Muslims all
a the world participate in Ramadan
iring the ninth month of the Islamic
lender, when the Qur 'an was
realcd. This is considered the most
aerated month of the year. Falling
iween Sept. 13 and Oct. 12 this
ji
the religious observance
eludes prayer, charity work and thirdays of fasting from sunrise to suni The name "Ramadan" originates
sro the name of this month , an
iabic word for intense heat , scorched
ound and a shortness of rations.
•Ichratlona occur each night of
mutton after the final prayer is permied and the day 's fast is broken. At
c end of the month, Ramadan coniJes with the Islamic holiday Eid ultt or '"the breaking of the fast."
irticipants don new clothes and
iarc in feasts with families and
lends. Donations of food and clothl .ire made to the poor, and the first
i) of the new month begins.
For the twenty or so Muslim stunts on the College 's campus, this is a
T\ exciting and blessed time of year,
qsa Mahmood '10, president of the
>lh> Muslim Group, described the
illegc 's Muslim population coming
filler to share in the festivities. As
csident of the group, Mahmood
ranged to have correctly-prepared
tlal foods catered from Bangor for
t Ed ul-Fitr celebration at the end of
c month. Ramadan rituals were open
aeryone, as are all events sponsored
the group. Two students from the
cneh department joined in the fast
vn learning about it from their peers.
lis year's Eid ul-Fitr included stums from the University of Maine, the
imersity of New England and
usson College, as well as members of
c greater Waterville community.
iliniood hopes that in future years,
c observance of Ramadan will be

even more communal.
She is currently planning a spring retreat
with other Muslim
groups from around the
state, "hopefully somewhere off-campus to
study issues that affect
us as Muslims and as
Americans." Possible
locations for the retreat
include somewhere on
the China Lakes and the
Bowdoin campus.
Mahmood is actively planning events for
the remainder of the
school year. For Black
History Month
in
February, the Colby
Muslim Group has
worked with SOBHU
PHOTOS COUBTESY OF AQSA MAHMOOO
(Students Organization
'
for Black and Hispanic Students participate in a Ramadan celebration in Robert s Dining Hall (left): Henna tatoos are a tradition during Eid ul-Fitr, or "the breaking of the fast " (right).
Unity) to invite Warith
Dccn Muhammad to
speak on campus. Muhammad is the States, Turkey and various African it is initially a huge culture shock tc although she admits there is still a lot away [from the Muslim faith] and
son of the late Elijah Muhammad , a countries , just to name a few." move from one 's home community, that can be done to improve Muslim explain it to someone else," Mahmood
revered leader of Black Muslims and According to Anwar, differences in where nearly everyone is Muslim , tc observances on campus. She has been
said. She feels that continued disthe Nation of Islam from 1934 until tradition and degree of religiosity are the College, where suddenly "you 're z pushing to have more Halal options course about all faiths is important to
his death in 1975 and an influential highly influenced by
mtnonty, and there available in the dining halls , and the campus ' intellectual vitality as it
early teacher and mentor to Malcolm culture. "When you
arc so many different dreams someday of a completely exposes biases and assumptions , and
X. In April, the group will sponsor come together with
beliefs all around Halal kitchen where students can store helps students to overcome them. On
Islamic Awareness Week. The week- other Muslims, the
you." Anwar finds food and cook in accordance with Mayflower Hill , "religion is a choice ,"
long event intends to raise awareness differences are realthis difference espe- Islamic dietary restrictions. "I'm try- Anwar said , "and no one has to
through discussion with students on ly interesting," she
cially acute during ing really hard so that future genera- judge." Within the administration and
campus and at other schools about said. "That's when
Ramadan. In her tions of Muslim students at Colby student body, "there arc all different
controversial issues pertaining to the you realize how
home country of don 't have to give up Halal [foods] perspectives of what it means to be a
Muslim world and the role of Muslims intertwined religion
Bahrain , "it has a while they 're at school," she said. Muslim student
on
campus ,"
real community feel- Mahmood made gains this year when Mahmood said. She cites interacting
in American society. Topics will and culture are.
include the practice of Jihad and gen- Beliefs are truly a
ing, where everyone she and her fellow group members with these different perspectives as
der and sexuality issues. Mahmood fusion of the two."
is doing it together," were allotted money for groceries dur- one of her favorite parts of being the
hopes to get as many different people She quickly pointed
she said. At school , ing Ramadan from SGA so that they Colby Muslim Group 's president.
involved as possible—including out that the central
Aqsa Mahmood '10 conflicting sched- could prepare their own food each "My relationship with God has
members of different Muslim commu- belief system of all
ules and a lack of night after breaking their daily fast. changed at Colby, since I' m no longer
President . Colby Muslim Group
nities. "Many people don 't realize the Muslims
is the
administrative con- The group has also encouraged better surrounded by only Muslims. Instead ,
great amount of diversity that exists same, but minor trasideration can make labeling of foods that contain pork in I'm surrounded by all kinds of belief
within the Muslim community, ditions and rituals
the usual observance the dining halls.
systems. And that 's a good thing. "
depending on where you 're from ," she are more culture-specific.
difficult. "Life cannot stop because
Anwar and Mahmood both enjoy
The Colby Muslim Group holds
said. Sophomore Samcera Anwar
Life with Muslim faith is culturally you 're fasting," she said.
sharing their religion with other stu- space in Sturtevant for services and
agreed, noting "the differences informed on Mayflower Hill as well.
Mahmood has had success in mak- dents on campus. "It helps to reaffirm prayer. Students of all faiths are encourbetween Muslims from the United Both Mahmood and Anwar agree that ing this time of year a little easier, your values when you have to step aged to participate in croup events.

Many people
don 't realize the
great amount of
diversity that
exists within
the Muslim
community...
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Check out our great college special:
From 10:00PM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.
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Opinions

EDITOR/ALs

Places, personality and prejudice: you are where you live

Give us the scoop
At 11:05 p.m. this past Saturday night, another student on our campus
was the victim of an assault. The student was attacked on the path between
the Senior Apartments and the chapel and managed to free herself from the
perpetratorand run away to safety. Her attacker escaped, and there are no
significant leads in the case.
This information may have been useful to the throngs of students traveling that same path throughout the remainder of the evening However, an
official advisory didn't arrive in students' inboxes until 3:30 a.m. on
Sunday morning That left four and a half hours of students traveling on
campus, unaware of the assault and the potential threat of a perpetrator at
large. Students informed by word of mouth received partial information at
best, and many were left not knowing exactly what happened, and what
action-if any-to take for the rest of the night.
The administration said that the delay was due to incomplete understanding about die events that occurred. As explained to the Echo, they didn't
want to frighten students or create mass hysteria regarding the assault until
they could offer concrete information. As students, we would rather be
given a false alarm in the rare case that an event like Saturday's assault
turns out to be harmless, than not given information-while incomplete-that
would alert us of potential danger.
When a major safety concern like an assault occurs on this campus, students should be informed immediately. When the basic facts (nature of the
event, location, time) of the case are established students must be made
aware of them. Just as security is heightened during these crises, our individuallevel of awareness should be heightened as well.
Mass text messages sent from the College to students' cell phoneswould
be die most effective method of notifying students of possible safety concerns. Though brief, these messages could alert students to a current security investigation and direct them to where more information could be
found when it becomes available. These messages are an effective first contact with students, as they tend to carry their cell phones on their person at
all times. Students are more likely to see a text message than to check their
e-mail, especially on die weekend when most students are not in their
rooms. However, mass e-mails should be used in conjunction with text
messages.
Measureshave been taken by the administration to improve campus
security, including clearing out surrounding growth for greater visibility,
planning to install new lampposts and repair old ones. But the greatest ally
students have for protecting themselves is information , as ignorance
begets an unsafe environment on campus. When there is something we
need to be aware of, the administration needs to make sure that we know
immediately.

By JEN COX

OPINIONS EDITOR

When asked the question as predictable as the return of a boomerang.
"Where do you live on campus?" 1 can
almost feel my hand gravitate toward
the sheath of the sword we all carry at
our hips. I'm prepared for this batde. I
have a well organized armory and
have fought this same fight perhaps
hundreds of times before. "I live in
Coburn," I answer, in the most energetic voice I can muster. Then 1 read
the signs of the opponent: Is he or she
perplexed, cmpathetic, or indifferent?
Or does he/she nod slowly with
ambiguous, silent understanding, and
mutter with an inflated voice: "Oh
really? Cool..." My sword is drawn. 1
can almost feel their thoughts and I'm
ready to slice them out of the air. "But
many of my friends live there! I have
a sing le ' It 's really not as quiet as you
think! It's more social than my dorm
last year! Everyone is really nice!"
I choose my weapons strategically
based on the artillery I assume my
competitor holds. She lives in Dana?
She must be wild, social and love to
party hard. I will probably tell her how

much fun I have in the quiet dorm, or
assure her that I visit other dorms, too.
Does he live in Foss? He must be a
Frisbee throwing, Pbish-hsterung, toochill-for-school hippy. I'll tell them
that it 's nice being attached to the coffee house and how my single allows for
freedom in my schedule. No, she lives
in Williams, a chem-free dorm. She
must be high strung and vaguely pretentious. I'll make sure I emphasize the
fact that I can get a
lot of work done and
control my own routine. Unfortunately,
there's no way of
truly knowing if I've
won the battle, or
even survived it.
Being able to walk
and breathe simply
isn't enough.
I do not engage in
this proverbial battle
on purpose. It 's
painfully immature
to feel the need to defend the dorm that
I live in. Despite this realization I continue to do it when I meet new people.
I truly do believe that everyone judges
each other on where we live on campus, even when we know that our
choice of dorm isn't always a choice.
We are labeled simply because of the
buildings we sleep in. Our perceived
personalities depend on our dwellings.
I understand that by living in Cobum I

bear a varsity jacket with my name on
the back: Quiet, introverted, studious.
While there is nothing inherently
wrong about most of the stereotypes, it
still is inaccurate to apply them.
This is not to say that it is a huge
problem that needs addressing and public attention. It's more of a subtle , personal set of reactions and instincts we
must study and challenge on our own.
It 's entertaining to have dorms with personalities and I' m
thankful for it. Most
people do choose
their rooms with the
universal concepts of
each dormitory in
mind In this way we
acknowledge that we
fit there and want to
live in that environment. Still, people
have many different
reasons for choosing
different dorms and
there are all different
types of characters beneath each tiled
rooftop.
At dinner last week, my friends and
I were discussing who we had been
with in our first-year COOT groups.
One of my friends brought up an athletic girl who is noticeably outgoing
and always smiling. "Yes, I know
her," I replied, "she lives in my
dorm." The response was comically
explosive. "What? Are you sure

Unfortunately,
there's no way
of truly knowing
if I've won the
battle, or even
survived it.

you're thinking of the right person
She does not seem like she would tiv
in Cobum. Are you sure you're think
ing of the right person?" I nodded, aa
for some reason I began to feel sortie
thing which can only be described a
guilt. It seemed like I had told a secrt
this girl had meant to keep. It mil
was a scandal (judging by the out
raged response of the table) that some
one who didn't fit the perceived mol
of the quiet dorm should live there
Perhaps I am just more sensitive t
this dorm-prejudice because I live t
one of the most specialized space
Surely, we don't hold these assurnp
lions in our minds for long. No one i
shallow enough to write someone o
immediately after hearing where he o
she lives. We take the time to get t
know each other until our room
become mere footnotes in oi
essence. I do not feel attacked h
anyone, nor do I feel like I have bee
wronged by this phenomenon. I hav
caught myself judging people to
many times. It 's universal an
shared: something to laugh about
is funny that I feel the need to defen
myself, and I'm slowly working o
putting my swords and shields to res
Cobum is a gorgeous dorm fille
with wonderful people. I don 't wai
to be on the defensive anymore
people think I'm quiet and ant
social , so be it. At the very least, I n
longer live in the Virgin Vault.

June Bug
by Hootie Giangreco

Keep us in the loop
The fin ding* of ihe self-study subcommittees, particularly the senior
HEDS survey data on self-reported gains, have driven the creation of working groups that could potentially bring about major changes to the curriculum as we know it. As this process gets rolling, it is still unclear what the
role of current students will be in these changes.
A central focus of curriculum changes is identifying ways to broaden student's intellectual engagement while at the College. The same idea can be
seen in the changes made to the first-year orientation this year and the new
Colby 360 approachto student affairs. In covering the self-studies, professor
after professor has stressed the importance of students taking an active role
in the direction of their own education, noting that students most satisfied
with their experience on Mayflower Hill were those most intellectually
engaged. This engagement extends beyond the classroom to broadintellectual questions of what students want to gain from their four yearshere.
The Echo believes that an element of this push for increasedstudent intellectual engagement extends to student awareness of the curriculum that is
the heart of their education. The College must make an effort to inform the
student bodyof changes that aim to directl y impact and hopefully improve
student learning outcomes.At the same time, it is important for students to
remain aware of ongoing change and voice their questions and concerns
where appropriate. Though some may have graduated once changes are
implemented, it is reasonable to assume that the class of 2011 will see the
early stages of what may well become long-term far-reaching curricular
changes. The role of students in this process is yet to be determined, and our
sense is that faculty and administrators are open to the idea of input from
interested students.
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Happy
Thanksgiving!
Sam Adams Utop ia
(3 left!) $149.99
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs .
until 10 p.m.,Fri. & Sat . until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

K
JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

NOTE THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IS THIS COMIC STRP UK THOSE Of THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO

Your good intentions aren t good enougri
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
MANAGING EDITOR IN EXILE

Zoe's Ark, the French agency that
recently attempted to evacuate purportedly Sudanese orphans to put them up
for adoption in Europe, probably had
the best intentions. Its membersdidn'l
know that most of the children they put
on a plane out of Chad headed foi
France two weeks ago weren't actually
Sudanese nor orphans in the first place,
but actually children from Chad. While
the charity simply wanted to help rescue children in a war-torn area through
humanitarian efforts, it now finds itself
embroiled in a conflict with 17 French.
Spanish, and Belgian people under
arrest in Chad and hundreds protesting
child trafficking and French involvement in the area.
How classic. We all want to save
the world, to make things better, to
help those who desperately need us,
right? Images of Africa in American
media depict a place like Hell, full ol
starvation, war and disease. While the
members of Zoe's Ark were probably
more educated than the average
European or North American citizen
about things like the situation n:
Sudan, they still proved they simply
did not know enough.
Good intentions are simply not good
enough. A better type of intention

would be one that has been made with
extensive information. This holds true
in more situations than I can think of.
Take, for example, the reality of UN
peacekeeping troops deployed to countries whose problems are a result of
borders created by European colonialists who probably thought they had the
best intentions.
The decision made by American
government officials to invade Iraq is
another one; that is, if we assume that
this military action was done for the
reasons ostensibly given by the government—establishing democracy—and
not for less honorable reasons—such as
access to oil. We don't know if our
notion of democracy is right for Iraq, if
Iraqis even wanted to be "liberated." To
paraphrase French writer Paul Valery,
civilizationis always threatened by two
forces—order and chaos. In establishing the American idea of "order" in
such an uninformed way, we instead
created more chaos.
I know I suffer from a "First World"
(to use such outdated terminology)
guilt complex. I understand that so
much of my privilege has been built
off of a legacy derived from the horrors (at least horrors for the most part)
of European colonialism. What I don't
understand is exactiy how that happened. I came to Madagascar to try to
understand how I could help, but the
most important thing I've learned thus
far is that I don 't know enough.
Last week, as part of my study
abroad program in Madagascar, I lived
with a family in a rural village, where
the majority of citizens practice sub-

sistence farming. I became friends
with a woman named Doly. Doly consistently saved my butt during soccer
games against neighboring villages
when I, playing defense in a way that
would make every coach I've ever had
cringe, let the ball get past me. Doly,
as goalie, would inevitably scoop it up
and pick up my slack.
Later in the week, I learned that
Doly's oldest daughter, a 13-year old
girl, had died during childbirth. The
baby, father unknown, was living, but
was dangerously underweight, being
prematureand nut having access to his
mother's breastmilk.I wanted to help
Doly's family. On my last day in the
village, I brought her a bag filled with
a few things I was able to spare—some
soap, some t-shirts , a flashlight Soon,
everyone I had met that week was
demanding "souvenirs" and my host
mother, one of the richest women in
the village (at least in my eyes), was
complai"»"g that I had given Doly the
flashlight she coveted. 1 ended up giving away half of the items in my backpack to try to make amends.
I disrupted village norms by imposing my own ideas about charity and
generosity. I didn't realize that you
have to satisfy the rich before helping
the poor, that notions of financial
position are entirely relative. I might
have even put Doly's family in a
worse position. Now, perhaps, they
are less likely to receive gifts of rice
from richer neighbors.
I asked Elia, a Malagasyguy from a
local NGO (nongovernmental organization) what I could do to help out

Doly. His organization, SAF-FJKM,
composed of educated and motivat
Malagasy people and works to educa
villagers about health. Elia told i
that he was p lanning to discreedy s!
Doly some money, and if I wanted
could contribute some of my ov
money. 1 did just that While 1 cano
know the exact repercussions of tho
actions, I hope that in trusting Eli:
did some good.
Perhaps Zoe's Ark, the French chi
ity, would have been better off putti
the money spent on transport: ^'
costs, and now lawyers* fees, towa
family planning or pediatric nutntn."
Exporting these children, even if th
had ended up in loving Europe
homes, is like putting a Band Aid ov
multiple bullet holes. It does nothi
to solve the underlying problemsant
assumes that a life in Europe would
better for these children than a life
their home country.
I' m not saying that we shou
become isolationists. The U.S. a
other developed countries have I
tools needed to take the lead in helpi
solve
the
world's
bigg*
problems...starvation, lack of access
clean water, malaria, to name a fe
However, our role needs to be p lay
in a more intelligent manner.Acting
world police—a hackneyed term, I
still an important image—is only nu
ing thingsworse for everyone.Periw
if Americans could trust and b£
strengthen international agencn
local NGOs and governments—I
people who know better than us—p<
itive progress could be made.

\ deeper look into why Maine must reject Plum Creek

By ANDY SMITH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In 1998. Plum Creek, a developnent/timber company based in Seattle,
ought
the lands surrounding
.toosehead Lake for $200 per acre.
,ocal residents and nature enthusiasts
bruughout the state trembled at the
leal They knew about Plum Creek's
fctory in the West of building elite,
pled resorts in the middle of wildertss areas. However, the corporation
..:!; .*! residents that it had no plans to
. -. ' op the region and would continue
o practice forestry on the land as it had
tea done for generations.
It only took until 2002 for Plum
jvek to break its promise by creating

the largest subdivision in history on the
shores of Roach Pond. Then in 2005,
the company submitted a development
proposal to the Land Use Regulation
Commission (LURC)
for
the
Moosehead region. Fortunately, that
proposal was withdrawn after public
outcry as was the following proposal.
Yet the corporation once again submitted a proposal for massive development
in the region this past April.
Plum Creek's lies have not ceased
since it arrived in Maine. It would
like us to believe that it is are dedicated to the preservation of the environment. Yet, Plum Creek received
the largest fine in state history for
illegal logging practices, including
the destruction of an active eagle's
nest. Furthermore, it recently illegally persuaded the Interior department
of the federal government to remove
Maine 's forests from critical habitat
protection for the endangered
Canada lynx so that its lands in the
Moosehead region would not be pro-

tected by the Endangered Species
Act. This corruption resulted in the
resignation of Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Interior Julie
MacDonald.
Plum Creek argues that its plan will
benefit the environment because it is
"preserving" 95 percent of their holdings around the lake in "conservation
easements." However, the proposed
management practices in these "easements" include sludge application, pesticide spraying, clear cutting, gravel
rnining,water extraction for commercial
bottling and the construction of power
lines. Clearly none of these practices is
sustainable nor is developing the proposed 20,500 acres around the lake in
over 2,315 residential and resort accommodations for primarily rich out-of-state
residents. Plum Creek even plans to
budd one of its two proposed resorts
within sight of Lily Bay State Park.
This development would be by far
the largest Maine has ever seen and
would result in hundreds of miles of

new roads fragmenting the region. The
loss in wildlife habitat would be devastating. Furthermore, it would likely
spoil the pristine waters of the lake,
which is the second largest in New
England. This would damage the fishing industry in the region, which currently serves to bring ecotourism
money into the poor communities
south of the lake.
This plan is perhaps the most significant issue facing the state of Maine
today. It will not only decide the fate
of more than 400,000 acres of wild
lands around Moosehead Lake, but it
will also set a precedent for LURC
decisions yet to come. It is the responsibility of every environmentally-concerned Mainer to attend at least one of
the upcoming LURC hearings and testify against Plum Creek's greedy and
unsustainable proposal. If we fail to
stop the corporation, the gateway to
the North Woods will be forever lost
and the rest of the unorganized territory will soon follow.

Did you know....
The

Joseph Family Qpa
offers 9urritos every nite
from 5 - 8 pm

fcfl sKa*.

You choose. We roll.
Beef c Bean or Vegetable

Fellow Americans, don 't let society get you down

By ADAM RICH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As an American Studies major, I
amine the relationship between his>ry. politics and culture, and how it
tats our views about American socir. Recently, through various discusMIS in my senior seminar, I have
diced a significant change in many
indents' perspectives and attitudes
(ward society.
Two years ago virtually everyone
m an optimist , hopeful about the
jmre and the possibility of changing
X world for the better, so 1 played the
k of the cynic , questioning every:mg and making everything look
e^ative. This year, however, the
pposite seems to be the case. Many
bdents have seemingly become
itTcasingiy cynical over the course of
e last two years with regards to the
mencan political system and overall
lejety, Instead of students speaking
fbetter times, they are now speaking
[hopelessness , of how the system is

corrupt and cannot be changed.
Now, I have to ask, what on earth
would cause such a dramatic shift in
perspective over the course of two
years? Politically, most students got
what they wanted, and Democrats now
control both houses of congress. But
still they see society as being
unchangeable. Reading the book
Bonfire of the Vanities and watching
the film Wall Street did nothing to
improve students' newly cynical perspectives on society, and if anything,
seemingly reinforced their belief that
business is corrupt and that greed
reigns supreme. In reality, those who
believe that they can do nothing to
change society merely help to keep
society from changing. If you are so
disillusioned that you do not think that
society can change, then you are not
going to make an effort to change society, and conniption and greed win.
The question still remains: why the
sudden disillusionment about society?
There are a few things that stand out in
my mind. First, when Americans elected the Democratic Party into power in
the House and Senate, they expected
immediate changes. This, unfortunately, is one of the major flaws of modem
society: that people expect instantaneous results. In a land dominated by

fast food restaurants, ATMs, high-speed
internet, and mobile communications
devices, people have increasingly lost
patience and are less willing to wait for
results. Real change takes time. One
cannot simply pass a law and expect
everything to become miraculously better overnight. Society does not work
that way and never has. If you want to
see real change, don't just elect people
because you like them or want to hang
out with them; elect them because they
have good ideas, because they have the
skills necessary and the ideas to change
the world for the better.
Secondly, college students, in particular, have been increasingly getting
their news from television programs
such as Comedy Central's The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart. A recent study
suggested that such programs may be
making college students more cynical
about society. Why would college students be getting more of their news
from comedy programs? Because they
want to escape, they want to hide from
the realities of the world and completely ignore them. Escapism does
not promote change. Ignorance does
not promote change. Only by being
fully informed and active in society
can you promote change.
Programs like The Daily Show are

not news programs; they are entertainment programs. They are designed to
get people to laugh at current events,
not necessarily to inform people about
them. While I will be the first to admit
that the mainstream media does a horrible job of informing and educating the
public of important news, using a comedy program as your primary source of
news is going to make you cynical
because humor itself is based on cynicism and sarcasm (I should know, I
wrotea humor column for this section a
few weeks ago). Thus, if a comedy program is your primary or sole source of
news, then your opinions are going to
be based on works of sarcasm.
Sometimes the possibilities for
change in society look hopeless.
Those who cave to that hopelessness
fail, and just live with the seemingly
static system. Those who persist, however, eventually find that change can
happen. It is not easy, it is not quick ,
and it is certainly not painless ,
because change will not happen if you
believe the system to be flawed
beyond repair. However, you can
change the world as long as you don 't
let yourself be influenced by sarcasm
and cynicism, and as long as you realize that society is not static and that
you can make a difference.

\ look at Holiday travel: Little ones with big wheels
IM NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Basse!t

A wondrous, even festive jollity
xurs annually on the first weekend
I November, the Christmas insert for
'al-Mart conies with the Sunday
iwspaper. I spent a column last year
Scribing the wretched excess just
owmg there in full color, but this
ar is even better. This year you can
J} a FurReal Friends S'Mores Pony
lib "Lifelike movement and sounds.
Etpoudi to voice and touch. Stands
<W 3 feet tall." $268.88.
Wow you may be the richest kid on
Uyflower Hill, but I'll bet you take
mse at investing $268.88 in a pony—
tee bloody feet tall—for your little

brother. Who, you just know, will fall Mustang Convertible Riding Toy?
off the three-feet-tall thing and end up $264.94. NASCAR'd better look out.
spending New Year's at Provident
Think of it! A "toy" with a 12-volt
Hospital with a cracked coccyx.
battery ! Your little sister hooking the
Or maybe your little brother will "riding toy" up to the charger in the
get the FurReal Friends S'Mores garage! Her Barbie in the passenger 'sPony to respond to his voice com- side seat of her Barbie Mustang. You
mand and trample your father, who thought you had it made when Mom
will then spend New Year's in sent you off to Maine in a Jeep, which
Provident Hospital with a cracked your sister will severely damage in
coccyx. Dad will probably have to your driveway at home the day after
take sick leave, causing him to renege Christmas. Or—not having a car at
on your tuition and fees and room and Colby—you will be expected to make
board and Natty Light and dorm dam- do with die Barbie-mobile," unless, of
age and car payments. You, then, will course, your little sister engages the
have to drop out of Colby and get a "high speed lock out for younger chiljob at Wal-Mart selling ponies.
dren" and won 't let you drive it.
Too frightful, you say. You would
Oddly, Wal-Mart knows that your
rather get into Wal-Mart autos, specifi- little sister will take off for Prince
cally the Barbie Power Wheels Edward Island as soon as the Barbie
Mustang Convertible Riding Toy (yeah, Mustang is charged, therefore offering
right, "toy"!) with "Sporty detailing for a $194.84 Gannin StieetPilot c330
real driving fun, includes 12-volt bat- GPS that 'll work without subscription
tery and charger. High-speed lock out or downloading because it has prefor younger children." Can't you just loaded maps of U- S. and Canada,
see your seven-year-old sister behind turn-by-tum directions (a 2-year serthe wheel of that Barbie Power Wheels vice plan is available). Think of Little

Sis in her Barbie Mustang roaring up
1-95, following her GPS to the Roberts
lot so as to make fun of you marooned
here during Jan Plan.
Wal-Mart won 't tell you how
much the Ratatouille and Emeril Live
DVD 2-Pack costs. But I'll bet you
won 't want to eat whatever your little
brother concocts from these recipes.
No stuffed rats with this set, though
Shrek the Third will give you a
Donkey Beanie Baby. Still , back to
the auto world, you can buy Sis the
"animated movie of the year," Cars.
Alarmist, you say: I disagree. Recall
that both my children flunked their driver's permit exams the first time. And
they were, for heaven's sake, sixteen.
Had to wait a couple of months to retake the test. Who knows what
would've happened had they been driving the Barbie-mobile for seven years?
My grandchildren will get $2.97
Disney McQueen 's newest friends
for the holidays. These cars are
small enough to guarantee minimal
crash damage.

Cell: 207-740-5312

E-mail: ionizerusa@yahoo.com

DR. TIM'S PC AND MAC SERVICE
CompTIA Certified A+ Professional

TIM M. SUPOVITZ
9 Glen Ave.
Wate rville. ME 0490 1

Windows and Mac Specialist
In Home Service Available
Don't Panic Call Mel
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Teach Abroad , Inc.
www.tcactunchina.biz
•
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*LEARN WIf AIM COINC 0\
By Steve Erario

"We don 't want to buy stuff."
says Al Shell, current owner of
Val Shell's Pawn Shop. In fact ,
most of the shop's business
comes from lending small
amounts of money for pawned
goods that are returned within a
month of the initial transaction.
Unfortuately, AI sometimes
doesn't receive payment and the
shop is stuck with an item. As a
result, Val' s maintains a wide
range of merchandise at unbeatable prices.
If you'll be spending increasingly more time inside due to the
coming cold weather and snow,
you might be interested in perusing the large selection of surprisingly modern music, movies,
gaming systems, and more.
CD's are $3/1 and $10/4, ranging from Busta Rymes fo Madonna; DVDs start at only $ 1.
Just last month, I purchased
Goldmember, Training Day, Man
on Fire, Thirteen Days, and The
Italian Job for only $11 , less than
the cost of buying just one DVD.
Gaming sytcms. equipment, and

OFF HIE HILL!

games range from old school Nintendo to the PSP.
They also have a wide selection
of musical instruments, generally
with over a do/cn acoustic and
electric guitars on display at any
tiven time.
If you 're looking for some new
gear for the dorm room, Al probably has something in slock for
you, including quality speaker
systems at low prices. For those
of age, ask to see the selection of
authentic brewcriana—neon signs,
mirrors, colleciablcs. and more.
An insiders tip: the stock is rotated quickl y, so check back every
so often if you dont find what
you're looking for.
Val's is located at 3 Spring
Street Connector, open 10am-5pm
Monday through Friday and
10am-2pm most Saturdays.
Browse through the selection
yourself or call 207-873-6324.
Val Shell's

PAWN SHOP

*I> CASH JE

People in Pulver
What are you thankf ul f or?

"The Bany Farbor type of situation."

—Emily Wenzel '10. Charisse Molina '10, and Trover Elder '10

"My professor, Jennifer Dillon."

—Sharon Noel'OS

"Cheryl."

—Brian Sweeney 'OS

"My Danish professor."

— Allie Holmes 'OS

Arts & Entertainment
this week
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14
• Student Docent Lectures:
Winslow Homer
4:30 pjn.
Art Museum Lobby
THURSDAY, NOV. 15
• Cur rent.4 Artist Talk:
Amy Stacey Curtis
4:30 p.m.
Can!
" Art Department Lecture:
All Momeni
7:00 p.m.
Bixler l54
• Life is a Dream
7:30 pjn.
Runnals/Stnder Theater
• Land a job or internship in
Publishing:
Random House Info. Session
6:00 pjn.
Mflkr OO*

\fanv generations of Colby Eight members came together this past w eekend to perform for the 60th anniversary of Colby s' original, all-male a cappella group in Larimer Chapel.

The Colby Eight celebrates 60 years of a cappella
By KRIS MIRANDA
COPY EDITOR

Here 's What 's Playing Fri . Nov.
16 through Thurs. Nov. 20:
THE ASSASSINATION OF
JESSE JAMES BY THE
COWARD ROBERT FORD
R Nightly at 4:55. and 7:55: Also
Sat. and Sun. at 1:30

LARS AND THE REAL GIRL
PG-13 Nightly at 5:05 . 7:10 and
9:15; also Sat and Sun. at 12:55
and 3:00

DARJEELING LIMITED
R Nightly at 4:45 p.m. and 9:35:
also Sat . and Sun at 12:00 Noon
INTO THE WILD
R Nightly at 6:50. also Sat . and
Sun. at 2.00

"1 can 't think of anything we do
now besides Commencement and
Baccalaureate that exceeds the Colin
Fight in terms of its continuous
longevity." President William D
Adams said by vraj of introduction at
the Colb> Fight 's dOth Animersarv
Reunion Concert. This came shortl y
after six decades ' worth of l i g hters
made their way into the chapel to staggered rounds of applause, the most
thunderous of which was for this
year 's ensemble.
After his opening remarks. Adams
summoned to the podium Clifford
"Hump " Bean '51, one of the founding Colbv Lig hters and a man exemplify ing both the longevity and
undiminished
vitality
of
the
College 's oldest a cappella group
Adams surprised Bean, w h o has been
the d n \ m g force behind all Colb)
Fight reunion concerts thus far. by
presenting him an award certificate
declaring thai every such concert will
henceforth bear his name.
After short opening remarks of his

own winch made clear his affection
for both Ins comrades and his successors. Bean broug ht forward the current Colby Eight They set the night's
bar hig h with an arrangement of
Michael Jackson 's "Don 't Stop 'Til
You Gel Enough" which ever relaxed
its sheer kinetic energy. Menya Hinga
'09 delivered the solo with inimitable
flair and no small assistance from percussionists Hasan Bhatti ' 10 and
Brendan Shea "11.
"We arc the Colby Fight ." Mark
Phillips '09. president of this year 's
Fight, said after the song. "Up next:
the Colby Rig ht!"
Over a dozen former Fig hters, graduates from between 199S and 2007 .
followed up wiih three songs In the
middle of the first. Stevic Wonder 's
"Boogie On, Reggae Woman. "
Kristofter Lee '04 moonwalkcd in
front of the altar and burst into a flurry
of dance moves , a crowd-pleaser
matched by Jeremy Donovan '00
when during his solo song, the J. Gcils
Band 's "Love Stinks." he did the
worm across the stage.
Up next was the only ensemble of
the night that actuall y numbered eight
Hailing from l%9 throug h 1980. they

proved that good-natured irreverence
is hardly the exclusive domain of
today 's a cappella scene, editing the
lyrics of the barbershop tune "My
Fvaline " to include "mount me in the
shade of the old apple tree." Their set
also included an old Riec Knspies jingle and Tom Paxton 's "I he Marvelous
Toy." which featured several random
noises including an elep hant and the
A flack duck.
Of the next performers . After 8 (a
Boston-based, more-or-less professional group of 90s alums). Bean mentioned that they were at the 50th
reunion concert, at which "they just
blew the doors off the place."
"That was way too much intro," one
of them joked as they took the stage.
"Yeah, no pressure." added another.
None indeed: with a set including the
Barcnaked Ladies ' "Be My Yoko
Ono " and the folk shanty "Oh,
Shenandoah. " After 8 showcased bom
musical range and the sort of coordinated physical comedy that 's sometimes a distinguishing trait of a group
that 's been together for awhile.
The next group, from 1957
throug h 1964 . set a striking contrast
to most of those who had come

before: "Um. we have no one who can
inoonwalk. " Peter Merrill '57 deadpanned. "You 'll never see our feet
move." Nevertheless , in an arrangement of George Gershwin 's "I've
Got Rhythm. " they demonstrated
that they 'd lost neither vocal
strength nor whatever indefinable
"it " makes a Colby Fighter. Between
songs, Merrill mentioned that the
entirety of their set was arranged
between 1955 and 1957. "We thoug ht
it was cool back then to make them as
complicated as possible, " he muttered, "so you 'll forgive us if sometimes we can 't sing them. " Such
forgiveness proved unnecessary for
both this group and the last, which
included, finall y. Bean and some other
founding members of the Colby Fig ht
(leaning on canes none of them needed, provided by Bean).
With a more traditional rendition of
"My F-valine." these most venerable
Fighters had their successors from the
70s and 80s bowing from the side
pews. Bean admitted that all their
1947 arrangements had
been
"swiped" from Yale , including "Old
'"
(which
earned
Ark' s a-Moverin
laug hs when the Fi ghters disagreed on

how it started).
This year 's Eig ht returned to tj
stage for two more songs—includir
Stan Cooke 's "Bring It on Home
during which Ntck Van Niel '1( 1 a
Kevin Baier '11 serenaded an elder
alumna in the front row—and a JOI
performance with the '98-'07 group i
Johnny Black's "Paper Doll."
Before the grand finale, Assisla
Director of Alumni and Don
Relations Karin Weston was thankt
for her instrumental role in orgam
ing the reunion.
Finally, all 60-p lus Eighters
attendance gathered for "Halls oflv
and their si gnature song, jazz class
"Mood Indigo. " which , it turns oi
was taug ht by and stolen from it
Bovvdoin Mcddiebcmpsters. an a ca
pella group even older than the Liu!
Whatever works: once the Eight star
ed sing ing it , the Meddics stopped
Here's to 60 more years.
In honor of 60 years of the Gill
Eight , and by extension 60 yean
Colby a cappella. through the rest
the year, the Echo will be rumwn;
monthly series of articles focused •
our various a cappella groups.

Get 2 Stepp in ' performance brings down the house Lust, Caution: Lee 's latest epiJ
By CHELSEA EAK1N
MANAGING EDITOR

Page Commons was standing room
onl y on Saturday for the first annual
Colby Step Show entitled Get 2
Steppin " . Students , faculty and
Waterville residents gathered to cheer
on two Colby teams (Colby Step
Team and DYNASTY Step Squad>.
three visiting teams and a local team
from the Alfond Youth Center that ha>
been coached by DYNASTY. The
Colby Dance Team, two student poets
and two Tappers from Bowdom
College performed as well.
Colby Step Team Captain Escar
Kusema "09 opened the s.how by say-

ing that stepping is about "passion ,
expression and identity. " Step is a synchronized, percussive movement thai
involves singing, speaking, chanting
and drama and uses the body as an
instrument for expression. Before the
learns took the stage , a slide show
exp lained two hypotheses about the
origin of step-—South Africa gumboot
dancing and African-American fraternities at Howard University. Gumboot
dancing originated in the gold mines
of South Africa w ith rural laborers and
became part of urban South African
working-class culture. At ihe height of
the migrant labor sy stem and during
the oppressive Apartheid Pass Laws,
gumboot dancing provided an outlet
for communication and personal

expression. The slideshow said thai
stepping was incorporated into the
pledging process of African-American
fraternities and sororities in the 1940s.
First to step was Bowdoin 's Unity, a
team which stands for the values ol
knowled ge, power, respect and love.
The coed team started dancing to
music, but once the music cut out the
team didn ' t fail to keep the energy
high and its steps synchronized.
Shapcl Mallard '08 then slowed ii
down with a poem about step.
Following his reading, two Bowdoin
rappers dropped lyrics while Unity
stepped a back ground beat. The audience clapped along and participated in
a call and response of"! love hip hop "
Next up was the Colby Step

Step squads conjoined this past Saturdax in f' age Commons to perform and celebrate their love of step dance

Team , founded in 2003 with a focus
on inclusiveness and teaching others. Emcee Peter Perry-Friedman
'09 said that the team comprises
members from all over the world:
"China . Zimbabwe. India , Brazil
and wait for it...Connecticut. " The
team 's performance was nearly
flawless as it stepped m unison , in
rounds , while moving across the
stage and while standing still.
Wearing multicolored shirts and
numbering upwards of 20 (b y far the
biggest team), the Bcntley College
steppers filled the stage from end to
end. With contagious energy, they
had the audience shouting, laughing
and clapping along.
After a poem from JC Chang '10.
Show-stoppers, the team from the
Alfond Youth Center whose members
range in age from 5 to 18. began its performance with spunk and altitude. "We
have been working with them since the
end of the past spring semester."
Jessica Williams '10 . a member of
DYWSTY. said. "They are a great
group of girls who are talented and
dedicated. They were utterly amazing
and inspiring toni ght. " Many of their
parents were in the audience and the
performance met a big applause.
The audience was left with a jawdropping performance by BlaekOut. an
all-male performing arts collective
from Tufts. Wearing camouflage vests,
the team did a comical dramatization of
being in the army, pausing from its
seamless coordination only to make
witticisms that the audience received
with uproarious laughter.
"The show was more than I thought
it could ever be and it 's humbling to
realize that it was actually bi gger than
us," Kusema said , thanking everyone
who hel ped sponsor the event. "It was
a first for Colby and wc are making it
an annual event hopefull y continuing
to [build] on those relationships we
have with DYNASTY Step Squad and
the other schools that performed. "

BY ALLISON MICHALSKI
STAFF WRITER

Se. jie (Lust. Caution) is a most
appropriate title for Ang Lee's newest
masterpiece.
Lust, Caution is the story of a
young girl. Wang Jiazhi. lost in the
chaos of Shang hai and Hong Kong
during the Japanese occupation of
China in the Second World War.
After the death of her mother ,
Wang 's brother and father flee the
country leaving the fearless child in
the care of an Aunt. She spends her
days neg lected b y the self-concerned relation who allows Wang
onl y the luxury
of an education.
While at school.
Wang discovers
a powerful asser hci talent as an
actress. As the winds of nationalism sweep through the streets of
Hong Kong, she finds herself swept
up in the whirling tang le of a student resistance group.
Wang emerges as the junior assignation squad 's most valuable member: Mak Tai Tai. Still very young
and naive , she attempts to infiltrate
the bedroom of China 's most corrupt
police administrator , Mr. Lee.
Working her way into Lee's secret
circle by way of Muhjong games
with his wife. Mak Tai Tai plays the
wife of an importer as Wang Jiazhi
fades into the past.
With Wang in the distance , the
director spends the majority of the
film depicting Mak' s tumultuous , and
certainl y NC-17 worth y, affair with
Lee. She becomes desperate as the
affair continues , hoping only for a
way out of the breadlines in an occupied nation. Eventuall y. Mak must
make a decision between Wang 's
freedom and the affair with Lee,
between herself and the cause,
between life and death.

Ang Lee 's vision of Lit
Caution is almost as beautiful as
is sad. With trademark Lee shots. I
shows the immense and ama/n
character of China during the car
twentieth century. Panoramic slu
of " nature (the water , sun. rnou
tains) arc striking and set agair
sty lized vignettes of small pap
fans, sexy ci garette smoke trai
wafting through the air and Hoi
¦Kong 's bustling city streets. Tl
immense beauty of the film , howler, sharpl y contrasts the ug ly brul.
ity of Mak and Lee's affair.
A power-hungry Lee suspicion?
punishes Mak—catching glimpses
the real woman inside when si
weeps as he bo
her with won
belts and the ba
ol his hand H
scenes arc graphic and at times, r*-'
haps approaching pornograp hy I
Mak emerges as a whore for the i«M!
tance. The race depicted between U
and Mak, each desperately trying I
break the other, ends with the W
finall y falling in what 1 can 't bear I
call love. As Mak patiently and dil
gentl y waits for the signal to ussass
nate Lee, Lee patiently and diligent)
waits to discover the truth abw
Mak 's identity. Who can bear tl
struggle longer? And to whom is »
struggle worth more?
When I say the movie is epifc
mean nearl y three evenly pacei
steady, heavy-breathing hour- - i
epic. If you are looking for the syt
thctic T&A of a Tomb Raider sty !
killer like Mrs . Smith , you won 't fin
her here. And if she were here. •>l |
wouldn 't fare long against the skil
of a real assassin and altogether #
of the strongest women in tl If
Wang Jiazhi. Wai Tang as Wan
Jaizhi and Tony Leung Chi Lai ;
Mr. Lee will be taking names
Railroad Square this month—I 1$
cautioned it , can you?

MOVIE REVIEW

\azz band packs Given Auditorium, does not disappoin t audience
By AMANDA MELLO
ASST. A&E EDITOR

1 .ist Saturday evening people
ocked to Given Auditorium to
at..li Colby Jazz Band perform. The
r ,mp, led by Director of Band
unities Eric Thomas, put on an
arellent performance entitled Some
l That Funky Stuff.
Thomas explained that when selects pieces for the Jazz Band, he tries
'expose students and audience to a
ye variety of styles, vehicles ,
pods, different keys, level of diffihistorical
context
and
[]tv,
rangers. " Thomas then reads avail)|c published works and uses the
tad's first rehearsal to read through
e music and see what can be
icoinp lished by the group. He
[p lained that "while jazz is an
mencan art form it is also a mixture
f cultural styles and the mixture
jtweenLatin and Jazz has always
¦en of real interest to me."
The jazz band opened the night
iih "Emancipation Blues ," a
Booth piece with a slight swing
t\ The piece had a steady backBund beat with focus on the saxoKmc. including a solo from Danny
errick '08. The piece was a very
rcctive one to open the night , bringj ihe audience immediately into the
el of jazz and swing music.
Later, the band played "I' ve Got it
id (And that Ain 't Good)," with
'10.
ealist
Kathleen Fallon

Combined with Fallon 's outstanding
voice, the band transported the audience to a jazz club, making it easy to
forget the walls of Given Auditorium.
The band played quietly in the background, driving the focus to Fallon
who looked as though she felt every
part of the music and lyrics. Thomas
explained that "her sound is so accurate," which in turn drew the audience
into the silent marvel during the piece.
The African Drumming Ensemble ,
led by Jordan Benissan (who is in his
ninth
year
directing
African
Drumming at Colby) joined the
group during the second half. They
wore traditional West African dress
(specificall y from Ghana and Togo),
worn for singing, dancing and drumming. Benissan, in a later interview,
explained that in the drums "you see
difference because in West Africa
there is a great deal of diversity
among the people living there and
each group has their own traditional
music, style and drums." He said
within the African Drumming
Ensemble they cover the Ashanti ,
Yoruba, Eweand Ga peoples.
Benissan explained that it is a very
long and complex process to learn
African drumming as students must
also leam and understand the culture
to see how the different rhythms
work. Benissan explained , "The
challenge posed to non-African audiences is the music requires the audience
to
be
intellectually
knowled geable of the music because
it is very complex and sophisticated

to understand how the rhythm shifts
work with one another."
Benissan explained that jazz music
has its roots in African rhythms. He
then stated that when slaves were first
brought over from Africa, their music
was repressed because it was a way of
communication. "When the slaves got
their hands on European rhythms they
incorporated their rhythms into the
European music and rearranged the
intervals," he said. In the performance
on Saturday, Benissan wanted to trace
jazz back to its roots. He said "I wanted the audience to rethink how they
view traditional African music and see
the complexity of it, it is not primitive."
The two groups played two
pieces , "Cubano Be" and "Cubano
Bop " from Dizzy Gillespie and
George Russell , and arranged by
"Gil" Fuller , Benissan and Thomas.
Benissan explained that this piece
"was an attempt to recreate the tradition of how jazz music happened
in the first place." Thomas encouraged the audience to sing along with
Cubano Bop. The first words , sung
in a Cuban dialect of the Yoruba
people, Thomas translated as "it 's a
miracle, Cuba " and the rest of the
words were the title "Cubano Be
Cubano Bop. " This piece was fast
paced and fun , with much focus on
the African drumming. Benissan
said this piece represents traditional
Afro-Cuban drumming. The melody
and tone created by these two
groups was very complex and hard
to appreciate fully for an untrained

Diamond displays children's art on Katrina

ear, but it can 't be denied that both
pieces were phenomenal.
The Jazz Band continued the rest of
the concert , with a piece called
"Whodunnit" from and arranged by
Gordon Goodwin. Thomas told the
audience "['Whodunnit ' is] often a
question I ask at my house with a
baby and a dog," generating a good
laugh from the crowd. Thomas also
explained that this piece "sounds like
the perfect music to accompany a private eye movie." He couldn 't have
said it better; the piece was fabulous
creating an atmosphere that was in
intriguing and made it impossible to
know what is coming next.
The band also played another fantastic piece , "What is Hip, " by
Stephen Kupka , Emilia Castillo ,
David Garibaldi and arranged by
Greg Adams and Dave Eskridge ,
which had an upbeat familiar rhythm.
This piece might have been one of the
night 's favorites, as not onl y was it
fun , but also Thomas sang the lyrics
while the band played fabulously in
the back ground. Thomas sang wonderfully, his voice paralleling the fun
and upbeat tones in the music.
The band finished the evening
with "Slam" as the encore piece. The
band had also played this piece in the
first half. This piece , from Marcus
Miller and arranged by Mark Tay lor
was a great way to conclude the
night, calming it down a bit but continuing with strong and steady
rhythms. It was another piece that
sparked the urge to dance , if only
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he Champagne of Beers vs. the Champagne...of Champagnes?
By DUSTIN HILT

"Champagne of Beers" transported
Lifton and Kissner back to their high
school days, partying in abandoned
Inspired by the most elegant senior
warehouses across Pennsylvania and
m event yet, the wine-tasting at
Connecticut. Fasel was ecstatic—of
n ei side Cafe, this week's beer
the three beverages, the High-Life did
view team decided to class it up and
the most to sooth her burnt tongue. The
mple the finest champagnes that
team took a moment to consider the
annaford had to offer. Seniors Dustin
beverage's seemingly mystical healing
ilt . Chris Shelley, Emily Butler ,
properties. While, overwhelmingly, the
cbekah Fasel, Nate Lifton , Isaac
Hi gh-Life was just another "aftbrdabl y
eedell and Emily Kissner pitted two
priced" beer, Kissner and Lifton made
ilifornia champagnes, a brut and a
a case for its ability to shut down prelardottnfty by Korbcl , against the review team found the chardonnay to tentious beer snobs. If anyone looks
li-proclaimcd
"Champagne of be too tangy and heavy. Butler down at you for drinking Miller, the
ters"—Miller Hi gh-Life.
believed that the chardonnay was too beer 's marketing strategy provides a
Vedell wasted no time exhibiting close to gravy; Shelley awarded the foolproof retort. "High-Life can 't
e -.kills he learned at Riverside, beverage the title of "champagne I' m suck...it's the champagne of beers."
¦lriin g the brut in his Solo
One question remained:
ip and inspecting the beverwould the team feel com'
fe s viscosity. Lifton warned
fortable substituting the
e team to provide the diamchampagne of beers for
ine time to breathe before
actual champagne when
'^ning it. Butler was unable
they are tying the knot.
resist ,
triumphantly
Butler and Shelley jumped
-l.uming, "It 's bubbly...1
on the opportunity. Fasel
( >.
bubbles!"
Nccdell
and Kissner opted for the
dented the fact that he was
first champagne, hoping to
inking the beverage from a
maintain some semblance of
tradition on their special
i" cup rather than "a crystal
olice with the word 'krunk'
days. If constrained to the
1 il " The rest of the team
three beverages sampled for
d no choice but to agree
the their toast after walking
:!i both sentiments. Fasel ,
down the aisle, two mem"ring recently bumed her
bers of the team chose the
ngue, failed to contribute
Hi gh-Life and five members
Mhnig useful.
chose Korbel's Brut.
I lie Brut was praised for its
The team looked to select
IMAGES BUSINESSWEEK CO*.
Sri, crisp flavor. Lifton took Miller High-Life champions Hannaford'
the day's winner. Hilt was
s champagnes.
moment to exhibit his inwilling to reveal a possible
fill knowledge of the finer
lack of refinement in makfogs in life, explaining to the group most likely to coat my Thanksgiving ing his case. While there are plenty of
J i while a significant other might
dinner with." Lifton took issue with
much better beers in his life, the brut
"nil if one were to purchase this this idea, hoping to disassociate the was the best champagne in recent
nicular champagne for a date, it beverage with everything that he memory. Fasel suggested that bad
1 1 classy enough for an anniversary loves. Shelley suggested that we
champagne was better than bad beer
other special event. The team rec- attempt only to associate Korbel's any day. Kissner and Needell went
""lends that this Brut be reserved chardonnay with the lowest tier holi- with their gut instincts—in their opinr lesser but still enjoyable holidays
day—Boxing Day and Bring Your ions, the first champagne was just bet1 Labor Day. Upon learning that
Daughter to Work Day.
ter. Shelley crafted his own criteria,
*beFa Brut was "America 's best
At this point in the review, Needell suggesting that if he were in some
"'ing champagne," despite not being took time to judge which champagne crazy judicial system and could only
"ieulariy well-constructed, Shelley bottle was heavier. Lifton pointed out drink one the rest of his life, it would
ggested a new motto: the Da Vinci that they were both the same exact size have to be the High-Life. In the end,
and shape, to which Needell replied Korbel's brut won overwhelmingly
"'- of champagne.
1 pan the uncorking of Korbel's "Yea, but blue is heavier than yellow."
with five votes . The High-Life man''lonnay, the group pulled away.
The final entry, the self-proclaimed aged two and the chardonnay zero.
STAFF WRITER

Kissner cited a gross smell , later determined by Lifton and Needell to be
uncannily like cheddar. The fact that a
wine could smell like a cheese made
Hilt a little sad, and he was hesitant to
sample the chardonnay. The group
agreed with Fasel's assessment that
champagne is typically associated
with a lighter, crisper. Overall, the

BEER REVIEW

there had been a dance floor.
Whether audiences could or could
not appreciate the comp lexity of
many of the pieces performed on
Saturday, it appeared that Thomas
and Benissan did a fabulous job of
not only bringing jazz back to its
roots, but also demonstrating the
complexity of the music. Benissan

explained that the "rhythmic totality
is greater than all the individual
rhythms in African drumming, and
when we play the satisfaction is
here." The ni ght appeared to be a
great success. Thomas explained.
"I' m very happy with the results ol
our efforts and feel we should perform these p ieces again. "

Enjoy the RandomSpirit of Sunset Rubdown
By JAMIE POSTER

Diamond hosts nearly 100 pieces of art by children from New Orleans which expressfear, pain and despair

OM BOLLIEft/TWE COLBY £CK

Thomas leads the Jazz Band in yet another engaging performance.

Pop Quiz! Don 't worry. It 's multiple choice. You'll be fine.
What is Spencer Krug 's favorite
animal? a) frog b) wolf c) swan. I
know, this is hard. Frogs are cute and
slimy. Swans are graceful and pretty
and what-not , and wolves can tear
off all your limbs , causing significant loss of blood. But do not be
deterred by fear. Wolf Parade is
Spencer Krug 's most successful band
to date. Its 2005 debut Apologies To
The Queen Mary earned it a spot in
the legislature
of indie-rock.
Released on Sub Pop, recorded by
Isaac Brock of
Modest Mouse,
and on tour opening
for
The
Arcade Fire , it had the perfect formula. How could you not love the original and fun , yet gentle sound of Wolf
Parade? (Yes, gentle, no biting and no
blood involved).
If you guessed frog, you 're not far
off. Frog Eyes is a project fronted by
Casey Mercer, a man from whom
Krug learned many vocal skills. Krug
and Mercer have collaborated under
Frog Eyes, and together they created a
side project called Swan Lake.
But , Spencer Krug 's most recent
development is the group Sunset
Rubdown whose first album . Shut
Up I' m Dreaming, was released in
2006. Sunset Rubdown is the ultimate collaborative project. Krug
matches up with Dan Bejar from
Destroyer
and
The
New

Pornographcrs , and members of Hot
Hot Heat. This multi-influence indierock , folk, electro-blues, technology
blend can 't reall y be labeled as anything at all. Every song has a different structure , different orchestra,
different compositional approach , bui
they all maintain the same tone.
Can I describe this tone? In
short , no, not really at all. Do I
enjoy this tone? Yes, strangely
very much so. In fact , I have not
encountered many people who do
not enjoy Sunset Rubdown.
Random Spirit Lover is just this—
an uncxplainablc mess of sound
and vocals. The lyncs, while I
often cannot make sense of their
overall context , arc fun
to hear. The
poetry talks
a lot about the sun. It maintains a
rhyme scheme, providing structure to melodic contour and
rhythm. The songs do not reall y
have choruses, although there 's often a
line that gets repeated. When this happens lyrically, the repeated section is
presented differently the second time
around, keeping you on your toes. The
harmonies go in and out of Dracula
theme songs and playful carnival
tunes. I can 't really compare Krug 's
vocals to anyone else. His voice is disconnected from the music, but is also
used like another instrument. How one
accomplishes that , I don 't know.
My favorite tracks ' are "The
Mending of The Gown," a song with
heavy piano fueling the song 's
motion. "Winged-Wicked Things ," is

a ballade-like wait/ that reflects on the
meaning of things. Perhaps my
favorite is "Up On Your t.eapord"
with choruses easy to sing along to
"Oh oh oh. " Who can 't enjoy that?
The keyboard-organ creates a
churchlike sound , or perhaps Irish

MUSIC REVIEW

Sunset Rubdown

Random Spirit Lovers
Jagjaguwar

ji g, or parade marching music
Lyrics like: "You 're the one w in:
ran in the wild 'cause You're the
one the wild called And you 're the
one who followed the child/ Tc
save the sun from how it falls. "
Because of the syntax and rh yme
scheme, and how the text is set tc
the music , it comes off as almosi
p lay ful. But they are actuall y quite
interesting to listen to.
Random Spirit Lovers is quite a
random spirit, tilled with layers upon
layers upon layers, music so perp lexingly dense that I can 't even describe
it. All I can say is check it out.

Faculty show off their artistic talents

IOM BOLUEH/THE COLBY ECHC

This past week the annual faculty art show was put up on display in the college s Museum of A rt.

XC: A perfect race
earns one harrier a
ticket to nationals

Indoor track hopes to reap the rewards of experience and a good harvest
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

Continued From Page 14

tion Swain described his performance as "the perfect race." and
recenUy gave hi< account
"I still can 't behe\ e it happened
The race w as absolutely perfect and I
could not ha\e run any better I don 't
know, how it happened, it almost felt
out of my control I set a personal
record by 1 02 It was the type of race
that happens once every few years—
if you 're lucky
"Most of the time a cross country
race is painful and you have to push
yourself to the finish Even if you
have a good day and feel good you
will still be hurting But . if you tram
right, relax, get the nght mental
state, and just let it happen, every
once in a while you have a perfect
race Running the perfect race isn 't
tiring You don 't feel any pain , and
when you think you are going as
fast as you can go. you can go
faster You are completely in the
moment and nothing can go wrong.
It is effortless On Saturday. 1 ran
the perfect race
"I was fortunate that I was able to
get my mind and my body in the
nght state to do this on the nght day
when it meant something You don 't
get many perfect races in your lifetime, so I' m grateful this happened
when it did I trained really hard all
summer and fall and I have been
feeling very fit . but before yesterday
nothing indicated that I could run
the race I did I thought that if 1
would do well, maybe I'd have an
out side shot at nationals, but 5th
place was unbelievable
"1 think I ran even or slig htl y
negative [splitsjfor the race,
[because] I started back a bit and
worked my way up With about
three miles to go 1 was in the top
twenty and with two to go in the top
ten and then all of the sudden I was
a few steps out of the lead I don 't
know how 1 got there , gaps would
open up and my legs would carry
me forward. With about half a mile
to go I was in the top ten and 1 started to feel a bit tired But with 200
meters to go. I found a tremendous
finishing kick that came out of
nowhere. 1 spnnted past three or
four guys It was a really close finish Had I not had a good sprint I
might have missed nationals "
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Anna King 'OS is one of the top runners for the women s indoor track team

The men and women 's indoor
track teams head into the 2008 season with very different sets of
strengths and weaknesses. On the
women 's side, youth will be the key,
while the men will rely more on their
strong reluming core.
With a record 25 members of the
team coming from the class of
2011 , the women 's track team will
be fielding one of the largest squads
in recent years. With these recordbreaking recruitment numbers ,
Colby head coach Deb Aiken is
excited to be able to cover every
event this season. Of z\\ cf the
events , the youngest core group is
found in the jumps and pole vault
where first-year athletes Tory Gray,
Alyssa Marquez , Jessica Mullaney,
Jordan
Schoonover ,
Danielle
Shcppard , and Toni Tsvetenova are
expected to compete. Other firstyears expected to make an immediate impact in their events are
distance runners Emma Linhard
and Erin Joyce , as well as sprinters
Devan Cahill , Anna Norris , Anna
Sawch , Brittany Tschaen , and
Tsvetenova.
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Finishing its season last year only
one goal away from the NESCAC
semifinals, the Colby women ' s ice
hockey team is back with a
vengeance m 2007 According to
Coach David Venditti. the pnonty for
this year ' s team is to capitalize on the
details of the game. "Our goal for
this season is to be a hardworking
team that does the little things correctly " The Mules come back to the
ice with 20 returning players , a drastic contrast to last year ' s team, which
harbored only a few seniors The
expenence of this team , along with
hard work, will undoubtedly help it
in its upcoming matches. "We will
try to outwork our opponents and

Dan Moss '08 who had an exciting
2006-2007 season himself, coming i n
second in the state in the 800 meters
and ninth in the 800 meter run at the
New
England
Division
]||
Championship meet. Kyle Smith 'OS,
Chris DeRoo '09, John Hall '09, Ben
Ossoff' 10, Chris Darrah '10, Michael
Bienkowski '10 and Nikolajs Batai
*10 fill out the very experienced mid
distance squad.
Although Coach Jared Beers
unsurprisingly considers the experience in the mid-distance events as
the main strength of the team, the
Mules also have strong returners m
other events. Brent Aigler '08 will
head up the longer sprints, with hel p
from Brian Wadugu *09 and Stephen
Cizmar *10 , while Madison Gouzie
'08 will run sprints and hurdles , Joe
Meyer '09 and Nicholas Van Nicl
'10 will be among the experienced
jumpers and Tim Maguire *08 and
Tim Worthington '08 will lead tin.
distance runners.
Both teams have Uieir first met!
Jan. 19, the men 's team at the
Bowdoin Invitational and the
women 's at the Southern Maine
Invitational. The indoor season will
continue until Mar. 15 when the teams
will have a short break before begin
nine the sprine outdoor season.

Nordic Skiing hopes to tear it up in '07 Court construction stuffs hoops
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

The upcoming season for the Colby
nordic team is looking so bright that
many members of the team have
developed a penchant for sunglasses.
While you may catch them sporting
gas-station Foaklcys. faux Vaumets. or
even granny-style Solar Shields, these
Division I athletes are not messing
around when it comes to skiing.
According to Tracy Cote, the men 's
and women 's head coach, her teams
are training better than ever. Referring
to annual preseason time tnals and
weight lifting tests Cote said. "I' ve
seen the best results in testing in my
ten years at Colby." Echoing his
coach's sentiments. Matt "The BigRig" Bnggs '09 stated that "nght now.
the season looks pretty good for us "
He is quick to point out, however, that
althoug h dry land training and rollerski time trials "are positive signs,"
"they aren 't skiing. "
Bnggs hopes to focus attention on
skating technique , as the impending

circuit of carnivals will favor shorter,
faster races. "With more sprints this
year, we need more guys up there m
those events." Thus, watch out for
Nick Kline '08 and Wyatt Fereday '11.
who should bodi make solid contributions in the skating and sprint events .
Overall . Cole is not too worried
about her men 's lineup. "1 don 't see
many weaknesses on the men 's side."
Cote said. "We have about seven
skiers who could all be my first skier
on every weekend." Unfortunately, the
women 's team does not mirror that
depth. While Cote expects Kathleen
Maynard '09 and Mandy Ivey '10 to
be competitive with the nation 's best
skiers, the women still only have six
skiers. This puts a squeeze on the
women because , according to Cote,
"they will all have to be strong at
every race on every weekend."
With two races every weekend, the
Nordic ski racing schedule is grueling
and demanding: it 's analogous to a
soccer team playing double headers at
every match While the team is conditioned to be fast on any given week-

end , it is anticipating to have peak fitness when push comes to shove. Cote
plans for her athletes to be faster in the
second half of the season, with efforts
concentrating
on
the
Eastern
Championships and the big one: the
NCAA Division I Championships.
NCAA
At
last
year's
Championship, the Mules dug in and
established themselves on the national
scene. Kline finished 20th in the classic and 21st in the skate and Fred
Bailey l 07 (now skiing for Maine
Winter Sports Center) finished 25th
and 29th in those respective events.
Cote , who was recently
named
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association
Nordic coach of the year, hints at
expectations for this coming season.
"Nick Kline is certainly in the best
shape of his life and several of my
other skiers have the potential to qualify for NCAA's as well."
It all begins on Jan. II , at the Bates
College Carnival. Let 's just hope the
other teams bring their sunglasses,
because Colby will be coming in blazing hot.

Veterans lead women 's ice hockey squad FOOTBALL:
By SARAH BRUCE

Yet in all of these events, the firstyear talent will be led and anchored
by the experienced upperclassmen.
In vault and jump events, the promising first-years will be joined by
Abbie Frederick *09 and Bethany
Bartley ' 10. The sprint events will be
led by captain Chantal Balesdent '08
and Erin Beasley *09, along with
returning sophomores Liz Russell
'10 and Hannah Holbrook '10.
Colby 's strongest returning group is
to be found in the distance and mid
distance events. Led by last year 's
All-American Anna King '08, the
returning distance runners include
Jen MacDowell '09, Hannah Taska
'09, Mandy Ivey '10, Cassie Knight
'10 , Katrina Gravel '10 and Margo
Dtrrcktor '10. With these returning
players to anchor the wealth of new
first-year talent , the women 's team
looks to have an impressive season.
The men's side will feature a much
more experienced team than in previous years, with the strength concentrated in the middle distance bracket.
This group will be led by Bob
Glotfelty '08, who comes off a very
successful '06 campaign in which he
earned a State of Maine title in the
1,000-meter run and came in sixth in
the 1,000 meters at the ECAC meet.
Joining Glotfely will be fellow senior

gain success from that approach ,"
Vendetti said.
The Mules return with many
strong junior and senior p layers.
Forwards Laura Anning '09, Becky
Julian '09. and Amanda Comeau '09
represent the junior class, and led the
team in goals last year. Big numbers
arc expected for them again this year
as upperclassmen Returning in the
net are goalies Genevieve Triganne
'08. who holds 1.476 career saves
and 25 career wins , and Lacey
Brown '09. with 410 career saves.
Also , last year 's top first-year scorer,
Kaitlyn Conway '10 . wilt be skating
on a strong front line. With these
women in the mix . Coach Venditti
believes that "the biggest strength of
our current team is depth."
Though they begin the 2007-08
season with a stacked, experienced

roster and incredible work ethic, the
Mules face a tough season. According
to Venditti. all of the team 's games
will be tough matches. "We will take
the approach of focusing on one game
at a lime. There will be no easy game
on our schedule so wc will need to
prepare on the ice and off for every
opponent ," he said.
The Colby women 's tec hockey
team will open its season at home this
Friday. Nov. 16 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Alfond Rink against Connecticut
College. It will play again at home on
Saturday. Nov. 17 at 3:00 p.m. against
Amherst College before hitting the
road the following week. Come down
and cheer on these Colby women who
are optimistic for a great season. As
Coach Venditti says. "Our goal is to
compete at our hi ghest level and find
team success through that."

Coming off a 9-11-5 2006-07 season with a p layoff berth, the lady Mules returns 20 players to their squad

nu
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Drops CBB
championship
Continued From Page 14
Colby running backs ran the ball 21
times for 68 yards and a touchdown
for a respectable 3+ yards per carry.
Candon led all receivers with eight
catches for 78 yards and one touchdown.
On defense, linebacker John
Murphy '09 had 11 tackles to lead the
team while defensive end Sam
Handler '09 had another monster
game with 10 tackles, four tackles for
losses and three sacks. This is good
news for the Mules defense because
both these players will be back to
anchor the defense for next season.
A quick look at next season shows
great promise for the Colby football
program. Ryan will graduate but
Bums has showed potential at quarterback with a strong arm and terrific
mobility and shiftiness. Dan Prunier
'10 and Roger Bel '10 will also be
back to lead the Mules strong running
attack. In the wide receiver corps,
Eddie Bove Jr. '10, Matt Hellinger
*I1 , Andrew Carey '09 and Justin
Clark '09 will return to fill the shoes
of Candon, who will graduate in May.
As already noted, the defense will
bring back stalwarts Lamont Henry
'10, Nick Tucker, '10, John
McCusker * 11 and Mark Ozarowski
'09, as well as Murphy and Handler.
With a solid defense, a developing
offense and strong special teams with
the return of Gagne, the Mules can
look ahead to a promising 2008 season in hopes of improving on their 26 record.

By CHRIS GORUD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby men 's basketball team
looks to improve on its New England
Small College Athletic ConferenceSemifinal season of a year ago as it
prepares to open the 2007 season on
Nov. 17 against the University of
Maine at Fort Kent Senior captain
Mark Gaudet brings high expectations
to his final season for the Mules, who
look to be in the running for Ihe
NESCAC championship and a berth in
the NCAA tournament Colby will
begin its conference campaign on Dec.
8 against Bowdoin College and the
team will face its potential largest test
of the season on Feb. I when it travels
to Amherst College to take on the
defending national champion and preseason nationally ranked #2 Lord Jeffs.
The Mules lost seven players from
last year's squad to graduation, but
will return three starters in Gaudet ,
Adam Choice '10 and Mac Simpson
*09. Gaudet was injured for much of
last year, but aims to regain his tlireepoint shooting form, which led the
conference in his sophomore season.
Joining Gaudet in the backcourt will
be Artie Cutrone '09, who has large
shoes to fill as he starts in place of last
season's team MVP Nick Farrell '07.
Along with Farrell and his 19 ppg, the
Mules lost their second-leading scorer
in Drew Cohen '07, who averaged just

over 15. With Gaudet providing an
outside scoring threat, the Mules will
look to Choice, a forward who aver
aged nine points and six rebounds j
year ago, to be an increased prcsenn
on the inside. The team also welcome-.
back Preston Decker '08, at forward
who spent last season abroad in China
In addition to NESCAC play, the
Mules will travel to Daytona Beach
Florida over winter break to play in Ilk
Land of Magic Classic against Ithac a
College and Rensselaer Polyteclinii
Institute. These games will give Coai.li
Dick Whitmore and the team a chanu
to see how well they match up again I
some of the best non-conference coir
petition in the region.
Perhaps the biggest question to
begin the season for Colby will be the
progress of the renovations on
Wadsworth
Gymnasium.
With
restoration work ongoing, the Mules
will have to open their schedule with
home dates scheduled at Thonus
College and the Augusta Civic Center
Gaudet and the rest of the team hope
that the floor will be ready to go m
time for the match-up with Bowdoin
on Dec. 8. However, the schedule currently calls for the home opener on
Jan. 3 against St. Joseph's College
Yet the team still expects to receive t
high level of support at these off-campus "home" games, and fortunateh
for the Mules, only one NESCAC
game is scheduled to be played durinj
the construction.

Men's hockey opens season
By SARAH BRUCE
STAFF WRITER

Coming off of last year with a 14-92 season and a trip to the semi-finals of
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference tournament,
Colby men's ice hockey returns with
key players and a competitive attitude.
Coach Jim Tortorella says that the team
outlook does not change from year to
year, and that it will always be facing a
tough season."Our success depends on
how competitive we are, and how hard
we work each shift, each period, and
each game," Tortorella said. The Mules
have a schedule full of NESCAC and
ECAC matches, and their most difficult month is February, as they head
into playoffs.
"Our overall strength is that we are a
team. We do not have an individual
agenda, we play as a team and the team
comes first," Tortorella said. Along
with this strong sense of team culture,
the team's level of maturity will help
them far into the postseason. The men
take the ice with strong leaders on both
defense and offense.
The Mules ' defense is led by assistant captains All-American Arthur
Fritch '08, who was second in scoring
last year with 12 goals and 25 assists,
and Joe Rothwell '08, who finished
third in the nation in defensemen scoring. Also joining them is Matt
Strickland '10 who earned Colby 's
Defensive Player Award last year.

Heading up the attack are Josh Relief
'08, who was a '06-*07 NESCAC second team selection , and T.J. Kellc>
'08, who earned die same honor hw
years ago. Both are on their way to
Colby 's Century Club with nearly 100
career points. Mike Butler '08, Adam
Marino *08 and Captain Ry-m
Chrenek '08 will also being contribui
ing to Colby's offense. "These return
ing players play key leading roles on
the team ," Tortorella said.
Five players will be vying for the
starting position in goal. Dean Fcok
'09 and Jared Tepper *10 return frorn
last year, as does Andy Cook "09
from the '05-'06 season. New to the
team are Cody McKinney MI arid
James Lemonias '11. With this
impressive lineup, Tortorella says one
of their primary goals is to stay
healthy as they face each game individually. "Every game at our levd
has a competitive nature," Tortorella
said, and the past five out of six seasons, the competition has come down
to the last weekend.
Tortorella and his Mules will attack
each game, and "hopefully by the cud
of the season, our competitive leva
will be at its highest for the playoffs
They will compete in their season
opener games this weekend against ibt
University of Massachusets at Boston
and Babson College this weekend on
Nov. 16 and 17. During Thanksgiving
break the Mules will travel to
Brunswick to take on Nichols Collegf
in the Face-Off Classic on Nov. 24

Devastator of the Week

The women s and men s' swimming and diving teams celebrate after winning the Colbv-Bowdoin-Bates championship in the 2006-07 season at Bowdoin.

Swimming looks to keep its CBB championship
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

After losing some key seniors to
graduation , the men's swimming and
diving team is looking to stay strong
this season. Last year, the Mules
boasted a 6-2 record and were ColbyBowdoin-Bates champions. Mules'
co-captain Evan Mullin '08 believes
ihe team has the potential to be "5th in
the NESCAC this season and CBB
champs again."
However, with the losses of strong
seniors , including All-American
Jabez Dewey '07, the team has some
big Speedos to fill. Mullin is looking

for "Kevin Smith * 10 in the mile and
1,000, and Andrew Peterson '08 in
the breast stroke to step up and make
a big impact his season." Also, this
year 's first-year class is "looking
good." Mullin said that "Peter
Williams '11 is going to make an
impact in the butterfly, and the rest of
the men will add depth to the roster."
Co-captain Mike Finnerty '08 and
seniors Peterson and Patrick Sanders
will provide leadership to a strong
men 's squad. A number of swimmers
have come offa successful water polo
season as CBB champs and are in
great condition for the first meet at
home against Amherst College this
Saturday, Nov. 17.

The women's swimming and diving team is also coming off a great
season that culminated in a 13th place
finish in the Division III NCAA meet.
The Mules had a 7-2 record and won
the CBB title for the fourth year in a
row last year, and plan to capture the
title again in 2007.
Although the women's team lost
two seniors to graduation, with an
influx of 12 first-years , it look to fill
in the holes. These first-years will
"definitely impact this team, it will be
interesting to see how they, and the
team, do this weekend in our first
meet," Hillary Rockey '10 said.
Margot Apothaker ' 11 is one of those
first-years who will be vital to the

team because she is the only diver on
the roster this year.
Co-captain Samantha Rose '08 will
provide leadership to the distance team,
while co-captain Kristi Boman '08 and
senior Jocelyn Burke will lead the short
distance team. Kelly Norsworthy *08 is
coming off a dominant year, winning
the NESCAC in three events and placing in the top ten in two events in
nationals. Danielle Carlson ' 10, Maddie
Given '08, Courtney Chilcote '09 and
Kelsey Potdevin '09 also went to
nationals last year. Overall, the Mules
plan to build on last year 's success,
move up in the highly competitive
NESCAC and send more swimmers to
nationals.

Alp ine skiers take to the slopes with a new coach
By NICK CUNKELMAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby men 's and women 's
atpvne skiing teams are starting anew
this fall, with much turnover from last
gear 's squads. Last May, the College
announced the hiring of new head
coach Danny Noyes '02, who in fact
did not ski for the Mules during his
\ears at Colby but was a wide receiver
on the football team. Noyes won the
Millett Award m his graduating year,
men to the senior with the most conmbutions to Colby athletics in his or
tier career. And what a career he had.
Noyes still holds the College's records
for receiving yards in a game (209),
season (977) and career (2,466), as
well as career receptions (164).
Still , when it came to skiing,
Noyes did not shy away from his love
of a sport he tore up in high school.
After the 200 1 football season ended,
Noyes worked as an assistant coach

with the Mutes ' alp ine squad during became more of a student of the sport,
his senior year. He also stayed on for watching, learning and instructing
the 2003 season,
others. The coachcoaching four Alling and teaching
Americans. From
part of the spori
there, Noyes has
escalated to a difcoached
at
St.
ferent level for me."
Lawrence
and
For the 2007 seaC o l b y - S a w y e r,
son, Colby looks to
where his studious
compete with not
style led to a thirdonly a new coach bui
place finish at the
also
experienced
United
States
skiers who, after
Collegiate Skiing
being new to the drill
Association
over the past few
( U S C S A )
years, are now called
Championships held
upon to lead the
at Sugarloaf/USA
Mules' slopes attack.
this past March.
On the men 's
Danny Noyes side, Colby looks to
Interestingly, Noyes
Head Coach
believes that his athrebound after losing
letic decisions at
Charlie Reed '07 to
Colby benefit him as
graduation.
Yel
a coach. "Not skiing [in college] gave Mules are stubborn, and thus the
me a different perspective on things. I alpine team 's resiliency is rooted in its

Not skiing [in
college] gave
me a different
perspective on
things. I became
more of a
student of the
sport , watching,
learning...

talented upcoming skiers. For the men,
Jody Centauro '08 looks to build on
his 16th-place showing in the slalom
in Steamboat Springs as well as four
top-10
finishes
in
Eastern
Intercollegiate Ski Association competition. Josh Keman ' 10 returns after his
20th place finish in the slalom at last
seasons NCAA Skiing Championship.
For depth, the Mules boast the like^ of
Sam Witherspoon '09 and Christian
Tahnage '09. On the women's side, the
solid 2006 seasons of Alissa
Consenstein '08 and Brett Wagenheim
'08 bode well for the 2007 season. The
women will also look to the leadership
of sophomore women 's captains Dana
Breakstone and Emily Colin. In all ,
Colby's alpine teams should provide
us with yet another exciting year as
they tease gravity and knock down not
only the gates of the course, but also
those guarding this year 's NCAA
Skiing Championships held in
Bozeman , Montana.

FALL REVIEW: A look into the successes and failures of the fell sports season
Continued From Page 14
Bobcats in its last game of the fall on
Oct. 27. The Mules picked up their
oilier win of the season in a home turf
1*0 upset victory over Amherst
College on Oct. 13. The field hockey
squad also concluded its fall campaign with two NESCAC wins and a
conference record of 2-9.
Volleyball earned the most conference victories (three) as it beat Bates
twice and Trinity College over the
course of its 34-game season. It accumulated 12 wins overall and 22 losses.
Despite an early tie against Tufts
mil a 4-0-blowout victory against
Trinity, the men 's soccer team
Havered a bit in the middle of its season It dropped several NESCAC con*sts and barely missed a playoff
with. This was the second year in row
foal the men's soccer program was
>'npped of its trip to the NESCAC
i"arterfinals by losing to the Bobcats
n the final game of the season.
In perhaps one of the most surprisng outcomes of the season, the
^mien 's soccer team was unable to
wa a NESCAC match and finished
*nh a conference record of 0-7-2. In
he 2006 season the Mules reached the
tmifinal round of the NESCAC touramenl for the second year in row and
(included the season with a 9-3-3
i crall record. After losing nine
Eminent seniors to graduation, the
1007 Mules had trouble finding their
JDove and capitalizing on goal scorns opportunities. Despite this transil(|n season for the Mules, they will
*ely return to their traditional winIm & season with the growing talent of
«tr 17 returning players.
In the sports that cannot be analyzed
hrough win-and-loss columns and do

not compete in dual matches, Colby women's, it will also be sending a har- year in a row. She had a standout perathletes had a wide variety of results rier, John Swain '08, to the NCAA formance
at
the
NESCAC
throughout the season. The golf team Championship Meet. He captured an Championship on Oct. 27 when she
competed inconsistently throughout automatic qualifier spot when he ran finished eighth. Field hockey stars
the fall, as its placement in tourna- the best race of his career and placed Jamie Enos '08 and Mary Clare
ments and invitationals ranged from fifth overall in the NE Div. lTi Meet
Snediker '09 were both recognized as
weekend to weekend. Of note, Colby
Other individual achievements bf NESCAC All-Conference members.
placed second out of eight schools at the 2007 season include women's soc- Several Mule athletes were named
the University of Maine at Farmington cer captain Katie McCabe '08 build- NESCAC Player of the Week
Invitational on Sept. 16 and snatched a ing on her all-time assist leader status throughout the fall. These athletes
second place finish out of six schools and rounding out her career with 24 include Mary Clare Snediker '09,
at the home course of the Colby assists and six goals. McCabe was Justin Candon '08 and Todd Boertzel
Classic on Sept. 23. Yet, in conference selected to the NESCAC All- *09. D3football.com congratulated
competition, the golf squad's talent Conference Team for the third straight defensive lineman Mike Poplaski '08
wavered. The Mules placed ninth out year in a row. Harrier Anna King '08 for scoring a fumble recovery touchof ten conference teams in the earned NESCAC second team honors down to win the Tufts game by namNESCAC tournament on Sept. 30 and as she returns to the NCAA ing him to the team of the week for
unfortunately came in last at Ihe CBB Championship Meet for the fourth games of Nov. 2-4.
tournament on Oct. 14.
The women 's cross country
team remained
competitive
throughout the majority of the season, and especially excelled at the
tail end of the fall. It opened up the
season with a tie against Bowdoin
in its sole duel race, and then continued to place in the top half of all
of the remaining races. Against
conference competition, the
women harriers earned a fifth
place finish out of 11 schools at the
NESCAC Championship meet.
The ultimate highlight of the season was an outstanding fourth
place finish out of 47 teams in the
New England Division IB.Meet at
Connecticut
College,
last
Saturday, Nov. 10. Harriers from
the women came in at 13th, 19th
and 26th place to lead the squad in
earning an at-large bid to the
NCAA
Cross
Country
Championship at St. Olaf College
in
Ndrthfield,
Minnesota.
Although the men's squad did not
compete as consistently as the The f ield hockey team celebrates after a shoot out victory over Bates College.

John Swain '08
John Swain '08 ran the race of his life last Saturday, Nov. 10 at the New
England NCAA Division III Regional Championships, leading the Mules men
to a I7th-p!ace finish out of the 47 teams on the Connecticut College course.
Swain completed the eight-kilometer course in 25:07.90, beating his previous
personal record by over a minute, and his performance placed him in the top
five in a race that featured over 400 runners. With the result, Swain individually qualifies for the NCAA Division III National Championships, which are
to be held in Northfield, Minnesota on Nov. 17. Luckily for Swain, this trip to
the midwest is a homecoming of sorts, as the star senior hails from Saint Paul,
Minnesota. Swain, who is also a member of the Colby nordic skiing team,
looks to take the momentum of his spectacular fall season into the winter and
continue to performat the highest level for the Mules.

The globe or bust
sell out within hours.
Yet for NBA commissioner David
Stem, the extent of his league's influence is not just limited to China, but
even to areas of the globe where futbol
rules. Basketball leagues in Greece,
Argentina, France, Spain and Italy
GUNK'S CORNER
produce top-shelf NBA talent, and
By NICK CUNKELMAN
field national clubs that play with
enough passion and teamwork to
unseat even mighty Team U.S.A. (the
Stars and Stripes finished third at both
Hundreds of pairs of feet stand the 2004 Olympics and 2006 FIBA
quivering with anticipation inside a World Championships). Where the US
downtown sports bar where the big used to dominate international play,
game is on. Two superstar athletes, such as the '92 Dream Team in
heroes in this town, grace the big Barcelona , it now play against serious
screen set above the oak countertop. competition. The rest of the world has
Lined up outside, fans in replica jer- certainly caught on to one of the big
seys and team colors strain to get a three American sports.
better look at the action. It is a scene
As for the other two, baseball and
played out all across America on game football, globalization is a major theme
nights, and now it is replicated on for Uie future as well. The Miami
game mornings in Beijing. China.
Dolphins and New York Giants played
As the first ever meeting between the first-ever regular season NFL game
Chinese NBA stars Yao Ming and Yi outside the U.S. when the teams met at
Jianlian tipped off at 6:30 p.m. cen- Wembley Stadium in England last
tral time (9:30a.m.
month, and baseball
in Beijing) on Nov.
has already opened a
9, the 450 people Both Yao and Yi
season in Japan, when
overflowing out of
in 2004 the New York
seem
to
straddle
Goose and Duck
Yankees and Tampa
Sports Bar repre- the geographic
Bay Devil Rays
sented
only
a
played in Tokyo. NFL
microcosm of the divide between the
commissioner Roger
fandom on hand in U.S. and China,
Goodell
has
the Far East on
expressed interest in
where
basketball
Saturday morning
more outside-U.S.
In reality, an esti- has taken a strong
NFL games, and even
mated 250 million
floated the idea of a
viewers tuned in to hold.
Super Bowl beyond
watch a game that
American borders.
showcased
the
MLB commissioner
basketball promise of the world' s Bud Selig, after the tremendous success
largest country. That ni ght Yao of the 2006 World Baseball Classic, has
Ming, in his sixth NBA season, con- also proposed regular-season series to
tinued his MVP-worthy level of play be played in Latin American countries ,
*
in leading his Houston Rockets over as well as in the Far East.
rookie Yi Jianlian 's Milwaukee
For the Amencan sports fan. all of'
Bucks. Yet the game's result paled in this can seem excessive—especially,
comparison to its global signifi- when one considers the success o&«
cance. For both Yao (7'6") and Yi these leagues on home soil—yet is this(7'0") seem to easily straddle the not the next logical step in America's;
geographic divide between the U.S. cultural influence? Certainly one can-*
and China , where basketball has not deny the huge impact of profes- '
taken a strong hold. Indeed , number sional sports on life in the U.S.. and
24 Lakers jerseys and Iverson- with the American life seeping into <
emblazoned baby blues crowd other countries, it seems natural that •
blacktop pickup games on weekends our sports would leak in too. This patand after school, and basketball' s tern paints an interesting contrast to j
popularity is still growing. Chinese what is effectively the reverse strug- ]
fans of the game pay close attention gle: popularizing soccer in Amenca. [
to the sweet jumper of German For at the moment, it appears that the ¦
Racecar (Dirk Nowitzki), the power games Amencans love are more wide- •
dunks of Little Emperor (LeBron ly-adopted worldwide than the '
James), and the scoring ability of "Beautiful Game" is by those same
Sweet Melon (Carmelo Anthony)
Amencans. (Did you know the MLS
NBA scouts now scour China for tal- Cup is this month?) And as the U.S. ;
ent , and preseason games played falls more in love with its sports, it
between NBA teams and teams of seems that our cupid has shot other
the Chinese Basketball Association parts of the globe, too.

Sports

this week
in sports

Cross countrykicks it into
hi gh gear

FRIDAY, NOV. 16
MEN' S ICE HOCKEY
® UMass-Boston

By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

As the dust settled from its taking
the New England NCAA Division III
Regional Championships by storm,
the Colby cross country community is
stunned; the women will be sending a ,
team of seven runners to the National
NCAA Championships, and the men
will be sending one automatic qualifier. The men 's team ended the season
strongly, finishing 17™ out of 47
teams, while the women's team dominated by capturing fourth place.
The women's fourth place finish
(140 points) qualified the team to
compete in the NCAA Division III
Championships. Under the tireless
coaching of Deb Aitkcn, this will be
the seventh time in fourteen seasons
that the women 's cross country team
has been represented at an NCAA
tournament. In 2004 and 2005 Colby
p laced fifth nationally.
Mandy Ivey '10 led the Mules to
their impressive finish by covering
the six-kilometer course in 22 minutes and 12 seconds for 13th place.
Anna King '08, finishing ten seconds
behind Ivey, placed 19th. Cassie
Knight * 10 (26th), Liz Petit '08 (39th)
and first year phenom Emma Linhard
(43rd) rounded out the team's score.
Katrina Gravel *10 and Devan
FitzPatrick '09, the team's sixth and
seventh runners, will also compete at
NCAAs
Very few runners in the northeast,
however, had a better performance
than the one and only John Swain *08.
Swain dropped a house on the competition , covering the eight-kilometer
course in a blazing 25 minutes and
seven seconds. His fifth place finish
automatically secured him a plane
ticket to Northfield, Minnesota (his
home state), to compete in the NCAA
Championship as an individual. This
will be Swain's first NCAA competiContinued on Page 12

WOMEN ' S Ice HOCKEY
vs. Connecticut College
7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY. NOV. 17
W OMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
@ NCAA Championship

Colby defense takes down Bowdoin in the Mules 'final game of the season. Despite valiant efforts , the Mules dropped the CBB Championship game.

Mules fall in last game of the year vs. Bowdoin
By DANNY EPSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

On the cold Saturday afternoon of
Nov. 10 in Brunswick, Maine, Colby
took on Bowdoin for the ColbyBowdoin-Bates
Championship.
Unfortunately for the
Mules,
Bowdoin, spurred on by the homefield advantage and the emotions associated with Senior Day, ousted the
Mules 20-17, earning the Polar Bears
the CBB crown.
The fan support was impressive for
Colby as it seemed that Colby students
and alumni outnumbered the sparsely
populated Bowdoin section, possibly
thin due to the frigid temperatures and
piercing winds. Also, credit should be
given to captain running back Chris
Bashaw '08, who led this team on a
daily basis at practice and on gameday. He had a terrific performance in
his last game for Colby and his presence will be missed in the lockerroom, on the field and in the Colby
community.
Bowdoin won the coin toss to start
the game and elected to defer, giving
the Mules offense the first opportunity of the game. The first Colby drive
stalled with a few incomplete passes

and punter Victor Gagne '09 kicked a
solid 30-yard punt to pin Bowdoin
back at its own 20 yard-line. Bowdoin
was also stopped on its first drive.
The trend of punting continued until
the Polar Bears put together an eightplay, 55-yard touchdown-scoring
drive which ate up two minutes and
22 seconds of the clock. Quarterback
Oliver Kell
of
Bowdoin
threw
strikes to his various receivers and
tight ends white
speedy and elusive
running back Jeff
Smith ran for a few
first
downs
to
methodically move
the ball down the
field. Finally, Kell
capped off the drive
with a 14-yard
touchdown pass to
TE Steve Cunningham to take a 7-0
lead over the Mules. Colby, as it has
done frequently throughout the last
three games, answered soon after
with a solid drive that resulted in a
Gagne field goal from 20 yards. This
was no easy feat considering the driving winds on
field
level.
Quarterback Billy Ryan '08 used

Bashaw and wide receiver Justin
Candon '08 frequently on the drive to
move the ball. Up 7-3, Bowdoin
answered the Mules with another
long march resulting in a Kell to Tim
Cplton one-yard touchdown pass to
make the score 14-3.
The Mules had difficulty stopping
the Bowdoin passing attack all day as
Kell distributed the
ball to nine different
receivers throughout
the
game.
Colby, desperately
needing a score to
avoid letting the
game become a
blowout early, successfully marched
the ball on a 10play, 57-yard drive
that took just under
five
minutes,
capped off by a
Ryan to Candon touchdown, a frequent occurrence over the last few
games. Candon has been a stud
receiver over the course of the season
and deserves all post-season accolades that he gamers.
The first half ended with the Polar
Bears putting together another long
drive, tiring the Mules defense, which

Bowdoin
maintained good
field position
throughout the
[fourth quarter]
and prevailed
20-17.

STAFF WRITER

The Colby equestrian team had a
successful and exciting fall season.
The team outscorcd Bates College ,
Bowdoin College and the University
of Maine at Farmington and continues to be the highest scoring Maine
team, earning 64 points this season.

Colby competed in five shows
throughout the fall at Middlebury
College, the University of Vermont,
Dartmouth College , Mt. Ida College
and the University of New
Hampshire.
Colby equestrian competes in the
Intercollegiate
Horse
Show
Association against club and varsity
teams in Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Vermont. The IHSA

COUFTTESY Of JUUA ISSf NBUK.

Catarina Ruksznis '10 jumps intermediate fences at the UNH meet.

shows differ from other horse shows
in that competitors do not compete on
their own horses. The school hosting
the competition must provide all
mounts, and competitors draw their
horses at random before entering the
ring. The IHSA stipulates that the
rider 's performance is more important
than that of the horse. Requiring riders
to draw at random forces the judging
to focus on the rider 's ability to ride
any horse effectively, even if the horse
has a difficult personality or is uncomfortable to ride. The IHSA has different divisions for all types of riders
from Beginner Walk-Trot to Open
Fences. Each team assigns a point
rider in each division; the total points
earned by the point riders form the
team's total for the show. A rider can
be eliminated for a fall, three refusals
in a jumping class or abusive riding.
Prizes and points are awarded for 1st
through 6th place in each class.
A typical show day begins very
early in the morning, as registration
usually occurs at 7:30 a.m. After registration, the host school warms up the
jumping horses and gives a description of each horse's characteristics to
other competing teams. Riders and
coaches watch the warm-up in order
to plan a riding strategy for each
horse. The classes begin with the most
advanced jumping division and move
to flat classes in the afternoon.
Colby's best performance of the
season was at Mt. Ida where it scored
20 points. Highlights from the day
include a third place in Intermediate
Fences by Catarina Ruksznis '10,

resulted in a Kell quarterback sneak
for a touchdown with 17 seconds
remaining on the clock. The extra
point, however, was blocked by the
Mules in yet another impressive play
from the special teams unit. The half
ended with Bowdoin up 20-10.
The second began with long drives
from both teams that did not result in
any points as the Mules made a huge
fourth down stop to hold the Polar
Bears scoreless. Punting deep in
it sown end, Bowdoin made a devastating mistake when a high snap went
sailing over the head of punter BUI
Donahue and was recovered by a
scrambling Mules special team unit.
Bashaw preceded to punch the ball
into the endzone the next play from
two yards out and made the game a 2017 score after another Gagne-convertedPAT.The game peakedwhen Colby
had the opportunity to tie up the score
with a 25-yard field goal attempt by
Gagne. Unfortunately for the Mules,
Bowdoin blocked the attempt and fizzled out Colby's momentum to score.
The Polar Bears maintained good field
position throughout the rest of the contest and prevailed 20-17. The game
was extremely well-played by the
Mules, and they should be proud of
their effort on Saturday.

W OMEN'S SWIMMING
vs. Amherst
2:00 p.m.
W OMEN' S ICE HOCKEY
vs. Amherst
2:00 p.m.
MEN' S ICE HOCKEY
@ Babson
MEN' S BASKETBALL
vs. U. Maine-Fort Kent
4:00 p.m
W OMEN ' S BASKETBALL
vs. Wheaton

Statistically, Colby quarterbac
Ryan aired it out 38 times an
Patrick Burns ' 11 came in for ot
drive and threw two passes. Ryi
was 17 of 38 for 159 yards and oi
touchdown. He was only sacked oi
time, which is to the credit of I
mobility and the improved prow
tion by the offensive line. It is intc
esting to note that the Mules only n
the ball 21 times and threw the b;
40 total times, which has not b«
the strategy of the coaching sta
throughout the season. Some f a
speculated that a few more runwi
plays mixed in might have help
the Mules get more offensi'
momentum going in the second hil
Continued on Page 12

Fall sp orts in review

Colby equestrian finishes season ahead of other Maine schools
By JUUA ESSENBURG

MEN'S SWIMMING
vs. Amherst
2:00 p.m.

COURTESY Of SUSAN RYAf.

third in Novice Flat by Clary Cole '10
and third in Intermediate Flat by
Kelsey Hilton '08. Other excellent
performances included second in
Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter by Jae
Hyun Paik ' 11 at UNH, third by Tory
Loomis '10 in Novice Flat at UNH
and fourth in Advanced Walk-TrotCanter by Lindsay Philips '08 at
Dartmouth. The team was successful
despite managing to draw several
unusual mounts such as an extreme
bucker and a horse that tried to refuse
to jump in almost every round.
The equestrian team moved to a
new bam this season and now trains
with Charmaine Bouford at Thistle
Ridge
Equestrian Centre
in
Smithiield, Maine. The move has
allowed it to ride more often and
receive better instruction. The team
is looking forward to an excellent
spring season.
Colby equestrian will be hosting an
Open House Event on Nov. 18 at
Thistle Ridge for any students, staff,
faculty or Watervillefamilies interested in learning more about the team.

By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

With the exception of the championship berth of women's cross country and harrier John Swain *08 who
will compete in the NCAA Division
III Championship on Saturday in
Minnesota, the rest of the Colby athletic community has put away its
cleats, sneakers and clubs to relinquish the outdoor fall season to the
upcoming winter sports endeavors.
Colby's fall team sports (those which
accumulate a win/loss record throughout the season) concluded the season
with an overall 29-50-6 record, and
against New England Small College
Conference teams finished with an 835-4 record. Not one of the previously mentioned fall team sports of men's
soccer, women's soccer, field hockey,
football, and volleyball was able to
achieve a winning record this year;
some records fell considerably below
the .500 mark. Against Colby's traditional rivals of Bates College and

Bowdoin College, the Mules droppt
the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates interscho
contests in each respective sport.
In perhaps the fiercest and oldest
CBB rivalries, Colby football secun
its first win of the season again
Bates on Oct. 27, despite falling in I
previous five games. After edgingo
the Bobcats 20-13 and buildu
momentum coming off a con side rub
Tufts University upset victory, d
Mutes made a valiant effort to captu
the CBB title last Saturday, Nov I
yet were defeated by the Polar Ba
after a hard fought match. The fa
ball team ended its season with a 2
record, identical to its 2006 campaig
In other CBB action over the i
season, women's soccer, men's so
cer, volleyball and field hockey fail
to overcome both Bowdoin and B#
in the 2007 season. After a seas
plagued with overtime and one-gt
losses, the field hockey team coi
finally celebrate after a tense pea*
stroke shoot-out win against t

INSIDE SPORTS

Men's hockey opens this weekend
After a dominant 2007 season, the Mules will
compete in their first game vs. UMass. PAGE 12

Swimming kicks off season
The men's and women's swimming teams look
PAGE U
to maintain last year's success.

Continued on Page 13

